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Alcan route for hydro, oil, rail 
Northern corridor may kill Kitimat line 
PRINCE RUPERT, 'B.C. 
(CP) - -An  oil pipeline 
paralleling the AlasKa lligh- 
way natural gaspipeline is
inevitable, Jack Davis, 
British Columbia energy, 
transport and com- 
munications minister, said 
Thursday. 
Davis said in a speech to 
the Western Advisory 
Transport Committee at 
their annual meeting in this 
coastal British Columbia 
community that the new 
transportation corridoa 
being opened up by the pro- 
posed gas pipeline is of far- 
reaching importance. 
• "Soon it will rank, along, 
with our two trans- 
to the West Coast, as a 
nation builder in the true 
sense of the word," he said. 
Even if big oil discoveries 
are slow in coming, said the 
minister, and even if a 
Kitimat-toEdmonton oil 
pipeline is built, "an oil line 
following the Alaska High- 
way route is inevitable in 
the long run." 
Davis also said that it was 
also inevitable that the 
McKenzie Valley gas 
pipeline proposal was 
rejected by the federal 
government. 
"It shouldn't have been 
shoved up front in the first 
place," said Davis. 
He. said that the Alaska 
the northwest o a host of 
other developments. 
"As more oil reserves are 
developed around Prudhse 
Bay, off-shore and on-shore, 
economists and engineers 
will say what we can do with 
as we can do with oil," 
avis said. • 
! 
",We can do it several 
times over. We can build a 
largediameter oil line down 
the Alaska Highway. 
"We can pipe Alaskan' Oil 
down from Edmonton 
through the Inter-provincial 
Oil Pipeline System to 
Chicago as well. We can 
move our northern produc- 
tion, oil as well as gas, to the 
highest price markets in 
North America. 
"In transportation terms I 
see a big new northwest 
corridor developing... 
"Who know? Electricity 
from major hydroelectric 
the l erald 
continental railway routes Highway route will open up . . . .  
Oil inquiry seeks 
secret documents 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, the Hazeltons, Stewart and the NaBs 
i 
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developments in the north 
nda may move this way. Metals 
other minerals will, 
even some forest products. 
"A railway link could be 
economic n time. And, with 
all this happening, Canada's 
two major transportation 
corridors to the coast (the 
two national railways) 
would be joined by a third, 
the Alaska Highway route, 
the route that will really put 
northern B.C. and the Yukon 
on the economic map of 
Canada." 
MUST DE FOUND 
Davis qualified his 
prediction about he oil line 
down the highway by saying 
that, "first, to make the 
Alcan route viable for oil, 
crude oil has to be found on 
the Canadian side of the 
Alaska-Yukon Boundary." 
"It has to be found in large 
quantities in the MeKenzie 
Delta or offshore where 
Dome Petroleum is ex- 
ploring now," he said. 
"It may not happen 
tomorrow but it will happen 
eventually." 
"We are bound to find 
more oil and gas in Arctic 
Canada, around the 
Mackenzie Delta and in the 
Beaufort Sea." 
Davis also said that the 
Kitimat pipeline proposal 
would not necessarily die if 
oil flowed down the Alaska 
Highway. 
He said, however, that if 
big Canadian oil pools are 
found quickly in the north, it 
will make a Kitimat oil line 
redundant. 
"Believe me, I'm not 
mentioning a Kitimat oil 
pipeline because I think it is 
inevitable," the miniSte~ 
said. "It may never be built. 
"But Canadian energy 
oPolicy, dictated, mainly hy 
ntario, can call for its 
completition." 
He added tN~t if such a 
pipeline were built, it too 
could be paralleled by 
major economic activity 
along its route. 
A copy of Davis's speech 
was released prior to 
delivery. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Dr. 
Andrew Thompson, head of 
the West Coast oil ports 
inquiry, continued to press 
Wednesday for confidential 
federal documents con- 
earning pollution problems 
involving the world's oil 
tanker fleet.. 
/ It was the second ay in a 
row that Thomlmon had 
decided his federal inquiry 
needed material which has 
not been made ~blic. 
Some of the documents 
are confidential, and 
Thompson said be would 
need the eo-o~raUon of 
such cabinet ofheers as Ex- 
ternal Affairs Minister Don 
J t 
Minister. Otto Laug and 
Environment and Fisheries 
Minister Romeo LeBlanc. 
Thompson; a University of 
British Columbia law 
professor, has sought 
documents pertaining to 
Canadian complaints to 
countries about ships regis- 
tered in {hem that have 
ppilled oil in or near 
Canadian :~ate .~ . . . .  
conte~ ~b~/en~-  
ments to a section of the 
Canada Shippin~ Act 
dealing with liability and 
compensation for oil spills. 
Rounthwalte argued that Thompson said he wants ~ ~ ~ i ~ i  .~ i ~ / ' ~  M q 
the sub-cabinet level to be the judge as to whethar .. ~ 
reports, s tud ies '  and the documents are truly 
memoes are essential if the confidential. He has the , :~ ~ 
inqulry is to gain a complete power to subpoena both ~: i ~ : :~:~( :~,  
• picture of the economic, witnesses and documents, 
social and. environmental but he said he wants to use it ! ~ i~: :: ~!,~ ~ : ::: - 
impact an oil port would * r lbn gl 
Yor~ar. • ~ :~ • ~'~ have. • persuasion over an  " = : 
• ~: i~:~ ~ ...... 
reduce taxes . . . .  :Z 
VERNON, B,C. (CP) -- giving an example to' the ~.  
Premier Bill Bennett today world of what can he done ,, 
/ , i  threw cold water on a for industrial relations." . :~ :~. .  
suggestion made Wed- Commenting on Vandar ,, ~ .... 
nesuay by Human Zalm's tatement that B.C. ~ ,~. 
Resources Minister Bill is prepared to spend $250 .... •
Vander Zalm that the million on the world's most o 
provincial sales tax be comprehensive state-run 
ieduced, health, care system Bennett ~ ~' " 
Vandar Zaim said he said the "program was e~.~' . . . . .  : ::!:i:~i 
would like to/:at~e B.C.'s announced earlier this year ~:~i,,~,~:i/i" / 
seven per cent sales tax cut by the health minister and 
to five per cent ~: less. He myself and the figure given ~ ~ : . . , , ,  ., . , ............ • 
said thego~arnments~d by V and~ Za lm I, would ~ ~ ~_ ...... : .... : ~:/ !~ 
°~er?~:~ would not come down ~::! =• ~t~im~e~of  Pa ~e '  mi~ll nm 
.... Benf i~t~~ sales !i . .... . ; :~ ...... .... = Colin Goodall silk screens T.sldrts for the Northwest Loggers Assoclatioh lnfla,ion controls are phased OUt and cocktail h0ur aiid banquet Saturday 
o C~ t festival which begins with entertainment tonight. The message reads, evening. Entertainment to go with the convention includes the Allan 
"l'm a mother-loving'logger from Terrace, B.C." The shirts will be sold in Sisters ingers at the REM Lee Then/re Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m., 
• some thne yet because the April. conjunction with loggers' events. These include a safety eonference inthe who share the stage with comedian Jay Hoyle und banjo-player Felix 
money already was corn- ~-  Terrace Hotel Saturday morning,a paneldiscussion responsibility after Possak. 
mitted. • 
WHAT COUNTRIES 
Thompson to ld  Erik 
Wang, a legal affairs officer 
in the •external affairs 
department, that his inquiry 
needed to know when and to 
what country Canada has 
complained in receri~ years 
about substantial oit dis- 
charges. 
His request for documents 
came on the third day of 
testimony concerning in. 
ternational laws governing 
sea-borne oil ~hipments. 
Wang said that in the past 
10 years Canada has. 
complained 80 times to 
foreign countries about oil 
tankers. He said that only 30 
per cent of the complaints 
ware investigated by the 
countries, and only 17 of the 
80 cases resu l ted  in 
penalties to ship owners. 
Thompson asked, whether 
the names of the countries 
were confidential. Wang 
replied they were not, but 
added that complaints and 
investigations are normally 
done in confidence. 
On the basis of previous 
re~,lts, he said, Canada 
~y have to do more than 
' ~ust "name names." 
Thompson~ also Seeks 
material about possible 
future amendments to the 
Canada Shipping Act that 
would give Canadians 
greater protection against 
the possibility of oil spills, 
and easier legal remedies 
for damages when they do 
occar. 
ORDERS MEETING 
• He. directed commission 
counsel Russell Anthony to 
meet with Martin Lowe, a 
federal government lawyer, 
and Ann Rounthwaite, a 
lawyer, representing the 
Kitinmt 0iI Coalition. The 
coalition oppose~ a 
propesal, since suspended, 
~o build an oil terminal at 
Kitimat on British 
Columbia's northern coast. 
Anthony said he didn't 
know which documents to 
ask for. Lowe told reporters 
during a. break in the 
hearings that many I 
cooaments are considered 
I confidential, and that if Thompson demands them, the government may.ap~.  his order to the teaaral courts., 
The premier pointed to the 
improved labor situation in 
the province, saying there 
had been 85 per cent fewer 
man days lost in industrial 
disputes in 1977 than in the 
ewous year. Hesaid that 
ure was achieved at a 
me when 80 per cent of the 
major industrial cbntracts 
were up for negotiation. 
Bennett said the labor 
record will pay dividends 
for B.C. in both Europe and 
Japan. He said B.C. is the 
bnght spot in Canada with 
an-inflation rate less than 
the national average and a 
real growth rate of close to 
six per cent. • 
46 " • 
Everyone from labor 
through to m~inagement is 
showing considerable re- 
straint," he said. "We are 
Premier  : Working parents need babysitters 
Church..evicts day care VANCOUVER British Columbia's future premier could be Bill Vander Zaim - 0r so the 
Human Resources Minister ,, 
mused Wednesday. 
"I'm not interested in the By DONNA VALLIERES 
job right now, but eight o 1O Herald staff 
years down the road, if I'm Working parents of pre- 
still interested and if the school children may be 
people want me, thenmaybe caught in a bindif the 
I'll take a shot at it," he Terrace Day Care 'Centre 
said. • canno fmd another building 
~He said that "someone 
have to do the job if Bill 
Premier Bennett goes- and 
I don't want that person to 
he Dave Barrett Now 
Democratic Party leader." 
' / 
Buckle up/ 
Here are the requirments 
for various vehicles by 
.model year; 
-1965 to 1971 passenger cars: 
pelvic or upper torso. 
-1972 passenger cars: 
Pelvic or upper torso in- 
front, left andright, front 
centre and rear seat. • 
-1973 and 1974 passenger 
cars, convertibles and 
commercial trucks: pelvic 
or upper tsso in front left 
and i'Igbt, front centre and 
rear seat. 
-1975 and 1976 passenger 
cars, convertibles, com. 
mercisl trucks: pelvic and 
upper torso in iron t left and 
right,pelvic or upper torso 
in centre front and rear 
seats. 
-1977 convertibles and 
commercial trucks over 
10,000: pelvic or upper torso 
in front level and right, 
centre front and rear seats. 
-1977 chassis mouonted 
emaper: pelvic or u[pper 
torso in front left and nght, 
centre front and rear seats. 
-1977 motor home and for- 
ward control vehicles: 
pelvic or upper torso in front 
left and right. 
Drivers of 1973 and 1977 
buses must wear pelvic or 
upper torso. 
find other accommodation 
by the end of the year. 
"H we can't find a new 
in town where they can 
operate the  child care 
facility. 
Pauline Effray, treasurer 
on the board of parents 
which runs the centre, said 
the board received word last 
week that the eentre's lease 
will not be renewed in 
December. 
St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church, which owns the 
building housing the child 
care centre, has informed 
the parents group that the 
church needs the building 
for the use • of their parish 
and the centre will have to 
facility ... 25 parents will be 
looking for babysitters," 
Effray stated. 
The board treasurer said 
there was no other facility in 
.town to her knowledge 
which would meet the 
stringent governmen{ 
regulations for day care 
centres which include 
It's buckle-up time whether you llke it or not. Starting tommorrow, any adult 
caught not wearing a seat belt where one has been installed by the automobile 
manufaeutrer will face a fine of up to $I00. Here Gloria Kulper makes ure son 
Devon will have a safe ride. 
HERALD STAFF 
New seat belt legislation 
goes into effect on Saturday, 
October 1, and from that day 
on' drivers and some 
passengers will be facing 
charges if cought not 
wearing seat belts. 
Sgt. Bud Cummings of the 
Terrace detachment RCMP 
traffic division, said the new 
law, "is going to be hard to 
enforce, but we will enforce 
it.", • 
Sgt.Cummingssaid 
persons cought not wearing 
the belts during 
routineinvestigations would 
he charged under the Motor 
Vehicle Act and would be 
liable to a maximum fine of 
Sl0O. 
There will be "no all-out 
campaign," he said, but 
instead police would take a 
"common sense approach." 
Figuring out what kind of 
seat belts individual 
vehicles require and where 
they have to be gets com- 
plicated, but generally a 
seat blot must be worn 
wherever there has been one 
installed by the 
manugacturar. Seat belt 
regulations have been 
required for all models of 
Cars since 1965 models. 
square footage, yard space, 
washrooms and health and 
fire requirements. 
The centre has been 
operating out of the building 
on Park Avenue since 1973. 
It is operated by the Terrace 
Day Care Society, made up 
fo all parents wnese 
children attend the centre, 
and a board of directors 
administers the operation. 
The society snows no 
profits, Effray stated, and 
any money tht that is left 
over after expenses are paid 
each month goes back into 
the centre by expanding 
prepares and purchasing 
equzpment. 
However, because of the 
costs of running a day care 
program, there is usually 
little money left after rent, 
utilities and staff salaries 
are paid, Effray said. 
There are 25 youngsters 
aged three to five who at- 
tend the school full time, 
and another 14 have be been 
put on a/waiting llst until 
vacancies come up. The 
centre receives frequen! 
requests from other parents 
who do not put their names 
on the long waiting list. 
This is proof in itself that 
there is a need for an all-day 
centre in this town, Effray 
stated. 
The day care facility is 
open from 7 a.m. until 6 p.m. 
and has staff working shifts 
to accommodate various 
work schedules of the 
parents who need the 
centre. 
About one.third of the 
children who attend the day 
care centre are subsidized 
through a provincial day 
care fees . assistance 
program which pays yup to 
100 percent of the $140 a 
month fee depending on the 
number of persons in the 
family, total income and 
family expenses. 
A rough estimate would 
be that a single ]parent with 
one child earning $600 a 
month or less, with normal 
expenses, would not have to 
any pertionof ~e fee. 
every $20 extra income 
over that, the parent would 
pay a $5 portion. 
Less than half of the 
children who come to the 
day care centre are from 
single parent families, 
according to child care 
supervisor Virginia Chase. 
Chase, who came to 
Terrace from Kelowna in 
July to take the job as 
supervisor, said she .was 
concerned she would be out 
of a job along with the other 
four staff members if the 
centre had to close. 
However, she Said the real 
hardship would come to the 
parents who depend on the 
centre for full-time, quality 
day care for their 
youngsters. 
"All the parents here 
would have to find other 
means of having their 
children looked after," 
Chase said. "Either that or 
quit their jobs. And most of 
them can't afford to quit 
their jobs." 
"It would he really hard 
for everyone if it has to close 
down," she added. 
Board treasurer Pauline 
Effray said the board has 
not yet had time to in- 
vestigate alternate ac- 
commodation for the centre 
so it is not known if the 
centre will be able to 
continue. 
"'We have to have more 
meetings before we can 
.discover whether we're in a 
'crisis situation," she said.. 
But to find another 
bufldlng is goin g to be 
difficult, Effray stated. 
"We're really going to 
have to dig." 
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In brief: l Energy committee on Library now.  Broadcast  
burning wood wastes open Sundays funds 
Next-da' mail soon Sond, of fe red  
Y British Columbia has In cooperation and with preparation ofa capital cost Sunda . 
TORONTO (CP) -- Post office officials say next-day moved another step forward shared fundingwith B.C. estimate for a prototype of Sun~ay hours are 2 to 5 p.m. The library new, Financial assistance in 
deUvery of mafl across Canada will be closer to reality next in the further use of wood Hydro, a study has just been the new and different longer, weekdayhour~sare~.vingPoP~ar. Hun are the amount of $105,000.00 
year when a new $105---million Gateway postal sorting waste as an energy source, approved to identify sites process developed by B.C. 10a.m. to 9p.m. Tuesday to mary andlop.m, to ;3p.m. has been offered to the Atlin Boradcasting Society to 
centre in nearby Mississauga becomes fully operational. A coordinating committee throughout he province Research. Saturday. enable construction fradio 
has been formed from the where large scale wood Mr. Gish, in commenting and television rebroadcast 
Spokesman Ed Roworth said that next-day deliveries forest industry, the federal waste fuel fired thermal on the program, said, "It is facilities bringing CBC 
already are operating with 96-per-cent ,fficency across govenrment and the stations and co-generation important o reaHze that tbe HosDital auxilary service into the 
Ontario. provincial government with facilities might be located forest industry has already - - -  x- - -  - -  . of Atlin, in  communitYnorthwest 
. Norman Gish. Chairman of and to exaniine the gone a long wa to becoming c par ty  BritiishMp IonaC°lumbia'CampagnoloSkeenaan- Nazis  in German Army?  the  om- eoono , .d ,eohn,oa, mission, acting as Chair-feasibil ity o f ' shch  in-self-sufficient in energy and tO  hold offee that it currently produces nounced Wednesday. 
man of the Committee. A stallations. If the studies about one-third of its total The assistance will consist 
BONN (AP) - -  West German defence authorities have program, which will be prove favourable, these energy requirements. It is HERALD STAFF Auxiliary members .also 
started an investigation i to reports that a group of army jointly funded by the in- facilities could feed elec- Members of Kit(mat make handicrafts for sate in of $52,500.00 from the 
lieutenants staged amock burning of Jews last February at dustry and the two levels of tricity into the provincial fortunate that in the Armed Forces University in Munich. government, has been power grid and possibly manufacturing products Hospital Auxiliary will hold the gift shop and visit o f  federal B itish government, Colu bia and as 
A newspaper story of the incident, which said university developed to examine three supply process heat to resourcefr°m the itrenewablealso producesf°reSta Tuesdaya coffee p rty a t in  the7:30hospitalP'm' care.Patients in the extended $52,500.00 from the province 
authorities had hushed up the case, brought Jewish main areas, surrounding communities or waste product which can be cafeteria for anyone in- Tickets and table announced by the 
demands Thursday that the officers be dismissed. The direct combustion of This°ther asindustrialthe advantageCUSt°mers'of used for energy purposes., group.terested in joining the auxiliaryreServati°nsball tof°rbe the~ TheH°n°arablecontributionJaCk isDaviS'made 
wood waste to produce 
process heat for use in such utilizing the Wood waste to As the province's major h New members wil be Nov. 5 at Riverlodge may available through the Maggi fo eft t ap.plications a  sawmill dry the greatest possible xtent, industry and a substantial asked to contribute a few obtained from Dorothy provision of the remote e shows r ben ~, ,  The gasification of wood user o f  electricity, natural hours each month to the Cheyne at 632-3871 or Jean rural community com- 
Theuseofwoodwaste as a waste holds promise for the gas and oil, it is a logical service of their choice. Fourneit at 632-6051. ponent of the Canada- 
. NEW YORK (CP) -- Margaret Trudeau turned up fuel for co-generation of future and the Committee first step to work with the.. Option include work in the Members have chosen a British Columbia Special 
wean.caRRy at Katja's, a leading Manhattan ight spot, electricity and process heat will encourage the further forest industry to achieve gift shop, the children's country garden theme for Rural Development 
~.aring the chairmanship with Mrs. Edgar Bronfman and at large forest industry refinement olrthe Ainsworth further l~ains in energy ward,  ha i rdress ing ,  the ball. Anyone wanting to Agreement whereby 
Diner New York personalities in a united cerebral palsy complexes, gasffier at Clinton and has conservation and the sub- television distribution or help with the decorations community services are 
charity affair. The gasification of wood approved an engineering st(rut(on of hog fuel for other touring the wards with the should cantacat Mrs. improved, lessening their 
The gathering was a kick-off or the Nov. 18 main event waste to produce a fuel gas feasibility, study and the sources, service carts. Cheyne. isolation. • 
for the charity. With Mrs. Trudeau was her frequent New which can be used for a 
York companion, Princess Yasmin Khan. variety of purposes, e'-- "Nt 
In the area of the d/rect 13 COWS and a place in B.C. "s history 
:.: combustion ofwood waste, a
Co rd d study has been com- Swan protector has five days to leave nco e wins one roun  ,.,oned be completed by year end that 
:::~ NEW YORK (AP) -- The Concorde supersonic jetliner will provide an up-date on. 
~i won another round today in the long court battle aimed at current technology ann 
granting landing rights for the faster-than-sound plane at evaluteexistingeqmpment. BELLA COOLA, B.C. village about 450 kilometres cows, which she keeps She is feeding the cattle by With winter about o set in 
~ Kennedy Airport, but the ruling does not open the way to This will allow the small (CP) -- A 73-year-old northwest of Vancouver tethered and protected by cutting hay by hand and Mrs. Edwards faces an 
imminent landings by the aircraft, sawmiller, for example, to woman, who gamed in- where she is living with her tents onthe rented property, carrying it to them. uncertain future and is 
,~: The federal Court of Appeals lifted a ban on the plane at more effectively select ternational recognitiol son Ralph and 13 cows she are direct descendants of During the 1920s and 1930s unsure what to do with her 
i! the airport, but the ruling is certain to be appealed within equipment for his Imrticular during the 1920s and 1930s claims are a part of B.C. the ones she had at the Edwards cared for the cows. 
the 21-da~, period specified in the decision, thin delaying needs. The B.C. Develop- with her fight to save history. Lonesome Lake about 112 trumpeter swns that win- "It's too late to take them 
.~. any landings, ment Corporation ,s trumpeter swans faced with She and her son, who is kilometres southeast ol teredin the Atnarko Valley, into the bush and I don't 
preparing a financing extinction, now faces a unemployed, are unable to here, where she and her about 64 kilometres east of want to kill them off," she 
package which will be personal struggleto stay in PaY the rent. Mrs. Edwards husband lived for 40 years. Bella Coola, b~ pacldng 45 said. "But I've been ~iven 
availble to the sawmiller her rented home. admits she owes $800, but "I 've been with them pounds of gram in by foot five days to get out which is i an will pay hijackers  dw.rd  ian.ord the ,re.,ne a.m,.,e,s oe noea..ko, d,d.'t th k 
J r )_at .  - assistance and provided the eviction from a home in this correct figure is $1,400. Iwas seven years old," she 40-kilometre trip from they could to to an old age 
British She says installation is technically ~oastal Columbia many of her 13 said. Lonesome Lake. pensioner." 
and economically viable. ' i DACCA (AP) -- The Japanese government agreed today 
to hand over $6 million and nine prisoners to ransom 146 
JapanesePers°ns heldairlinerhOStageat D ccabY terroriStSairport, aboard a hijacked ¢#Sl~p in the  face"--Bennett 
But the government asked for an extension of the 
: deadline, and one of the prisoners was reported to have refused one The by terrorists, o  the ifoffer th ir who demands of re dom, h ve threatenedar  not m t, to ar  kill fr m their theh st g s ultra- '' We should be subpoenaed , "Bar ret t  
leftist Japanese Red Army. They have released five 
hostages, victoria cp-Opposition appear before the corn- The former New thin~ of the facts, and Gary Lauk, and Joseph 'workonthenow-idledDease 
Leader Dave Barrett has mission to give testimony. DemoncraticPartypremeir avoidance of "political Broadment, foremer vice- Lake extensiom New ~,,, .~"viet o,,÷,O];o, ouote told the royal commission "i'm saying that the. only said written statements like baffle-gab." president.., as well as 
investigatin$ the Crown- way the royal commission those submitted by W.A.C. Barrett made the corn- Economic Development "I'm not afraid of thb . . . .  t ru th , "  he 'said...I ha~e 
MOSCOW (AP)--The~Qiet'Uninnlaunched today anew :~ned.~:Br|tmh Columbia can avoid being a political Bennett, cannot be as useful merits following release of Minister Don Phillps' adn absolutley nothing to hidE:" 
• l~'ilWay that he, former platform is to order us allby as personal appearances, copies of a letter he sent and Premier Bill Bennett 
space station, Salyut 6, into orbit, the official news agency premier W.A.C. Bennett all subpoena," Barrett tld where cross-examination earlier in the day to Martin should be subpoened to give In Vernon, Premier 
Tass announced, should be compelled to reporters Thursday. can lead to a fuller unear- R. Taylor, commission a cross examination... Bennett criticized Barrett's 
It was believed the station was sent up unmanned but in counsel. "If we are not all called to suggestion that he, Barrett 
preparation for a new series of manned space flights. There f/1,,,~ He told Taylor that,as testify on this basis, I and several other people 
was speculation that a crew would be rocketed to Salyut 6 services reqttested, hewould give the believe there is a danger should be subpoenaed, 
by Oct. 4, the 20th anniversary ofthe launching of the first commission a written that the l)ublic may feel the calling it a slap in the face. 
arlificial space satellite by the Soviet Union. Put Be  Rail under C N  submission, but that he comnfisslon's final report Bennett said the com- 
Tass described Salyut 6 as an "orbital scientific station." should be called before the will not contain the full story . mission does not need and 
commission . to give of the railway." advice from the NDP leader 
Barrett saidhe wanted the. Sahar ib  i fo  VANCOUVER (CP) - -  seeking access t° CN's acc°rding t° B'C' g°vern" testim°ny" "Because I consider it commission to have full on how it should carry out CC n an n roe The royal commission i - northern lines to create a ment policy, essential that the public be access to all the con- its duties. 
vestigating the affairs of the larger railway. The major disadvantage made aware of the full story troversies urrounding the The premier said the 
i . OTTAWA (CP)-- The first stages of the ban on foods and British Columbia Railway SERVE NORTHWEST of the third option, he'said, of the ,,problems of the railway, including last commission does not need 
..beveral~es containing saccharin, vigorously opposed and at heard proposals Wednesday In his presentation, is that rates for level of railway, said BARRETT, DECEMBER'S CON- any advice from the NDP 
times ridiculed in Canada nd the United States, goes into that the troubled company Clapham stressed the ad- service offered would have "I feelthat I, as a former TROVERSIAL t ¥4.% leader on hou it should carry 
be turned over to Canadian effect Saturday. vantages and disadvantages to be negotiated-- and railway president, W.A.C. MILLION OUT+OF+- out its duties. 
, A decision to ban sales of the artificial sweetener was National Railways or cut of each alternative 'and agreement may or may not Bennett, also a foremer COURT SETTLEMENT The premeir said the 
taken last March by then health minister Marc Lalonde back to service profitable described the probable be achieved, railway president, along WITH MEL Paving. commission has clear terms 
after Canadian tests showed that saccharin produced areas only. impact of each on the Clapham said some of the with past railways dlrecotrs MEt, had alleged civil of reference and he had 
cancer in rats. Mr. Justice Lloyd province, options would result in Ray Williston, Einar fraud in connection with tbe every confidence in the 
McKenzie, chairman of the Questioned by com- higher rates or loss of Gunderson, Willian King, tendering of contracts for commission members. As of Saturday the sale of soft drinks, beverage mixes and 
beverage bases containing saccharin will be banned. Begin- three-man royal com- mission lawyer Peter service to some shippers-- 
ning Feb. l next year, the sale of saccharin alone or in com. mission, said the proposals Ballem, Irwin said the and all the options except 
bination with cyclamate outside of pharmacies also will be were discouraging, consultants were not ad- five and six Would result in 
"The disadvantages ofbanned, vocaling adoption of any of loss of railway jobs. 
each alternative seem to the alternatives, butsaidthe Earlier testimony R/ay yst  b/a d overwhelm all the options," secdnd option (control under presented tothe commission e s em me he said. a Northwest Rail Authority) said shifts in priorities 
The chairman's comment looked promising, imposed studies " and' 
MONTREAL (CP) -- A faulty protection relay system at caused one of the authors of He said the prime ad- organizational change have , 
vantage in control by a left BCR management on 
a power station near the QuebecLabrador border caused Northwest Raft Authority is slippery footing. 
the proposal, consultan~ 
Neal Irwin, to reply that the 
the two major electricity failures which hit Quebec last difficulty of choosing one of that it would provide an The Report, prepared for CASH ~ at S,;TrLEMENT 
week, a HydroQuebec official said today., the options illustrates the opportunity to create an the commission by Douglas 
Jean-V. Villeneuve, manager of proauction and tran- DAY / ~  OLD THORNHILL 
t IN FULL 
onerous task faced by the integrated regional network Norman, western regional u~- 
Emission, said in a statement failure of the relay system at commission, to serve the northwest. SALE ~ FI RE HALL BEFORE 
the Montagnais tation, coupled with the explosion of a The options proposed by The major disadvantages partner with Currie, REMOVAL 
Coopers and Lybrand Ltd. ~ ~  CLARK RD.. HWY. 16 E. FROM defective metering and protective device called a potential Irwin and Charles Clapham of that option is that :BCR's / ~ ~  (turn Rt. at L & D MOTORS) PREMISES 
transformer, caused the first blackout Sept. 20. were intended to providethe ability to expand ~ would c d e 
commission with ideas for require agreement~i th  management for their ~ i .,oo:~-m;l~, si lenced ~:~,, army institutional alternatives to other partners in:'[Ethe dedication and hard work. . SON. O~T. 2, 1977 I :00PU ' 
BCR's present provincial authority and higher:~tes but gave them poor scores " for a lack of long-term .. open to view at 12 NOON 
government control, or reduced services ~uld  planning. 
ISLAMABAD (Reuter) -- The military government ALTERNATIVES NAMED curtail its ability to r~uce 
moved against the supporters ofousted premier Zulifar Ali The six alternatives in- current losses, he sai~': Norman was also critical WINDSHIELD NEW & USED FURNITURE CARS . 
Bhutto n Thursday by arresting his daughter, warning his cluded: Clapham said the l)f'ime of a shortage of properly ANTIFREEZE & TRUCKS 
wife to keep quiet and hinting at the postponement of --transfer BCR to the advantage oftransferrmg to marshalled and timely GAS LINE APPLICANCES TENT TRAILER 
elections to restore Pakistan to civilian rule. control of another ailway, CN is that BCR, as part of a information on how the ANTIFREEZE BOAT TRAILER 
Authorities placed Benazir Bhutto, 24, under house arrest such as Canadian National, national enterprise, would railway is performing, MISC. CAR PARTS FR IDGES RECORD UTILITY TRAILERS 
until Oct. 3 for making provocative statements ata cam- and run it as a national be integrated with a railway needless duplication of CAR WAXS WASHERS PLAYERS OUTBOARD 
that has a strong presence in effort in some areas and a TIRES (NEW & USED) DRY£RS T~'S MOTORS paign rally Wednesday.. enterprise; 
They also warned her mother, Nusrat, to stop inciting --transfer it to a yet-to-be- the northwest, shortage of help in others. MOTOR OILS $0 CHAIRS CHILD'S CRli 23' RIVER BOAT 
people to violence while leading the raKistan Peoples formed Northwest Rail The major disadvantages 
Party's campaign for general elections promised for Oct. Authority comprised of would be in BCR's limited He said that during the W. Alberta railways and the ability to control capital ex- A. C. Bennett ad- POLAROID LAWN ORNAMENTS OIL FURNACE 
18. northern sections of CN; penditures for extensions or ministration the B.C. CAMERAS GARDEN HOSES OIL TANK 
service improvements, he government-owned railway POWER SAW L d get togeth -~nt~,  into an operating was managed in autocratic ea ers er agreement with another said. 4 WHEEL HORSE BUGGY PROPANE H.W. TANK 
railway, such as CN, to form Irwin conceded that it style and decision-making ELECTRICAL 
was highly centralized. SUPPLIES 
Since the fall of that a much larger enterprise; might not be easy to find MOGADISHU (Reuter) -- The Western Somalia --retain the present B.C. another ailway, even CN, 
Liberation Front (WSLF) claimed to control a quarter of government control, but willing to take over BC R government, he said 80 with a policy aimed at with its enormous d(~bt and percent of the top and ITEMS LISTED ABOVE ARE MERELY AGUIDEAND IN 
GaraEthi°piaMarda°n ThursdaYPass. fter winning the crucial battle of the operating only profitabl( daily losses of $125,000.~ havemiddlechangedmanagementhands, jobs ~:ONDITIoN.NO WAY A WARRENTYITEMs, ORsuBJEcTGUARANTEETo ASADDITIONs,TO AGE OR
sections of the line on a user- DELETIONS OR MINOR CHANGES AS YOU MAY FIND Following the capture of the tank base of Jijiga, the front 
said, WSLF forces were about 40 kilometres (25 miles) to pay basis; " COSTS HIGHER Norman said 'he account- DAY OF THE SALE. 
thewest, advancing on the old waUed city of Harar. --retain B.C. government Clapham said the prime ability of the board to 
The fronts latest communique said 80 Ethiopiam had control, along with a policy advantage of the third op- government is unclear and SALE CONDUCTED 
been killed at Babille. of continuing to operate tion (operating agreement here is no statement on the BY 
Military observers believed the Babille gap was the last unprofitable development with another railway) is role government ow has in 
defensible position before Harar, so the WSLF report of sections of the line; that BCR would be run by a determining over-all goals 1713 LAUREL LEO DE JONG 53$.5368 
fighting at Bah(lie might mean the Ethiopians were trying --retain the present large naUonal enterprise, and methods of' meeting 
to dig in there, control, but with the railway but subject to direction them. 
Bill Goodacre 
Bill Goodacre thinks Joe 
Clark's going TO win the next 
• federal election and he's got 
a few bottles bet on the. 
was showing any interest ~ ,  
"and I was hoping to get a 
race started." If Jim Fultonis elected as 
If he wins, "the focus of the next federal New 
my campaign would, be Democratic Party. can- 
economic, with the central didate for Skeena, he'll run 
theme, the lack of regional a campaign based on party 
economic planning for issues, but "with some 
northwest B.C." humor angles - I mean that 
The "key sub-area" of his in the largest sense of the 
campaign would deal with word - not frivolous. 
land c la ims-  nearly half "There has to be some 
the riding is in contention, phenomena surrounding the 
Considering the power candidate -who the can- 
Skeena MP Iona Cam- didate is," 
paguolo is supposed to have, Fulton, 27, is just the guy 
very little has been done to to run that kind of cam- 
S t~ies l)y Stu Ducklow 
outcome. Managing Editor- -
His predictions are a bit , 
s ~c n s Md n d r si h g r settle native rights since the 
Clark's popularity right now government opened talks 
and the fact that Goodacre, with the Nishga people in 
26, of Smithers, is one of two January, 1976. The Liveral 
people running for the ~overnmentis participating 
nomiuntion Saturday as the m a "stalling game" with 
federal New Democratic the provincial government, 
passmg the buck between 
one and the other, he says, 
"and the losers are the 
Party candidate for the 
Skeena. 
In a conversation about 
two weeks ago, I offered a people of the northwest, 
, more conventional especially the native people. 
prediction: Clark would get There's no logical way to 
thrown out of his own seat, proceed with development 
the Liberals would elect until the claims are set- 
nearly 200 members and the 'tied." 
NSP would become the The Kitimat Pipeline 
official opposition. His propnsal,is a "horrendo~ 
answers were no, no and mistake. A pipeline can ¢ 
maybe. He then offered to be justified by saying 
Place me on his betting Canada needs the o i l -  
sheet. I declined, and we'rest, i exporting it tothe 
considering Clark's slow U.S:, while Alberta is 
climb in popularity lately, running out of reserves. 
• Goodaere may know what The Canadian govern- 
he's talking about, sent  should spend money tO 
The man himself does not upgrade the technology TO 
look like a politician at all. get oil and fund exploration 
He tends to stare at the wall to get more accurate 
while elaborating on his estimates of how much we 
economic theories which have, he said. 
involve "a national plan to The federal government 
re~axtritate he economy." should also take the 
acre talks very well initiative in planning the use 
about economics. He has a of our resources and getting 
bachelor's degree in the together with the provinces. 
subject from the University Right now multinational 
of B.C. and completed part companies inCanada "play 
of his graduate studies one government against he 
before he became disen- other" pulling out their 
chanted with the campus investments opressure for 
.system and..lef.t...Econo.mics legislative chang.es. All 
m noc c.allea t.~. msm~ these companies nave in 
science mr nommg, ann .~na,~d~.~.smone, , hesaid, so 
Goodaere, who now works suffer. 
as the manager of the dairy 
department in the family- ;~.:;:.:.:÷:-:;:.z=:;:.:;:;.';:.:;:;:.:-:..'-:.:-:.:.:~z : :: 
owned grocery business in ~:~ 
Smi~er,, became involved If s~r~t~ 
with the party after the last 
provincial election. At that 
time, he says, there was 
little concern for federal 
matters. The party was 
looking for someone to stand 
for  president, "and I said, 
sure." He was acclaimed 
esident again last 
anksgiving when the 
party elected officers for the 
riding after the federal 
boundaries redistribution 
eut out some of its territory 
in the east. 
He announced his in- 
tention to run for the can- 
didacy last February, he 
says, because no one else 
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" Skeena NDI Candidates , Planned disaster 
Two " for nomination parents nightmare v ie  A plunned disaster stoged last nJgllt to teat K i t imat  
' emergene~, resources proved the community can 
react withm minutes to the first call for help. , 
The simulated imster was every parents night- 
mare come true -- an accident involving two buses 
daidmeeasure,...By .bU'd_ding 
hatcheries the government 
hopes to make up for 
damage done to other ivers 
without having to repair 
them. A better plan~e says 
would be to pay logging 
companies a percentage of 
stumpnge values for uncut 
trees in areas where logging 
woul damage spawning 
grounds. 
"the Tlel River is dead" 
s as the result of logging 
activity, he says. 
He is particularly in- 
canoed about B.C. Hydro's 
plans to divert the 
MacGregor River to build 
up water behind the Bennett 
Dam, while removing some 
of the supply ~het through 
the Fraser River. With the 
high concentration of ef- 
fluents in the Fraser the 
temperature will rise the 
few degrees necessary to 
kill salmon fry, he said, and 
the Fraser will be finished 
Charlottes, an area he fell in for fishing. 
love with after moving ' Fisheries Minister Romeo 
there in 1971 to do a com- Leblanc appears to have 
munications model on the 
paigu. His e~es parkle with 
an impish w~t just below the 
surface and his con- 
versation often spills over 
into warm laughter. 
Fulton, a probation of- 
ricer, lives in Tlel, on 
Graham Island in the Queen 
Islands on an opportunities 
for youth grunt. He also 
helped start the Hecate 
Strait Co-op there. 
He moved back to the 
Charlottes this summer 
after spe spending two 
years in Mackenzie. 
He became involved in the 
NDP in 1967 while attending 
Simon Fraser University, 
and worked for Graham 
during the campaign 
that swept the party to 
power in B.C. in 1972. In the 
1975 campaign he worked 
for alf Nunweiler in 
Mackenzie. • 
If a federal'election were 
held right now, the Liberals 
would do well and the NDP, 
though bedim, organized.. 
would recoup ds losses from 
the 1974 election. The party 
will indeed become the 
official opposition sooner or 
later, he feels, but probably. 
not this time around. 
He would not attack 
Skeena MP Iona Cam- 
pagnolo on personal or 
economic issues. '/It's hard 
to fighL them when they 
. . . .  " " t s  " . . . . . .  
'"K~ ~-~a~g" the federal 
program is a ban- 
K&J 




 l!jly,lt!tf,rI" " ' ,  
IVER VIEW 
This 3 bedroom home Is 
situated on landscaped lot 
which backs onto the Skeena. 
It's located In a very quiet 
area. OII F.A furnace In part 
basement, on ma!n floor; 
three bedrooms, bath, living 
room, modern kitchen and 
dining plus laundry.muc 
room. Orive by 2510 Kerr and 
phone Dwaln McColl tO view 
anytime. Asking low 30's. 
4 
NEAT.  CLOSE TO TOINI~ 
AND SCHOOLS 
Affractive three bedroon 
home with wall to wall car. 
3sting, acorn fireplace, ap. 
)roxlmately 110 sq. ft. with 1 
bedroom, rumpus room with a 
wet bar, laundry room an d 
storageon the basement level. 
There Is an attached carl)oH 
and the property Is land. 
scaped and fenced. Contact 
Bert LIungh to view. 
TWO BEDROOM i 
BUNGALOW 
Attractive home with wall to 
wall carpeting, rear sundeck. 
a lot 92x102 fully landscaped 
and a full basement with two .  
bedrooms, 3 piece bathroom 
and rumpus room. For 
viewing Phone Bert Llungh. 
SPLIT' LEVEL IN TOW--N-- 
Spacious home with 3 levels 
finished Including three 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 
fireplace, sating area In the 
kitchen plus dining room, and 
a large family room and entry 
on the ground level. The 
property is nicely landscaped 
end there Is a carport. Phone 




I§x12 winter radials $31,86 
Many More SPE01ALS 
4908 Hwy.  16 W. 
(across f rom Pohle Lumber )  
Mich iana  
B ILLY  GRAHAM 
Crusade  
From NOTRE DAME with (~LIFF BARROWS 
GEO. BEVERLY SHEA.TEDD SMITH .JOHN INNES 
Special guests: ANDRAE CROUCH and 
EVIE TORNQUIST 
Subject: "The world'ssearch for a supernatural 
man or woman" 
WELL LOCATED-WELL 
CONSTRUCTED 
4809 McCennel has 3 bdmn full 
bemt 1136 sq.ft, andonly 3yrs 
old. All bdmns are carpeted 
also living room and dining 
room-ensulte plumbing oft 
master bedroom-attached 
carport-natural gas heating. 
Owner will take a rock bottom 
price of $45,000. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
1:00 p.m. 0FTK-TV OH, 6 
' ' ' "HOW TO BE BORN AGAIN"-AVAILABLE AT BOOK AND DEPT.'STOREO READ BILLY GRAHAM B BOOK 
policy of replenishing small 
streams andrivers, he says, 
but this plancould be 
speeded up by just putting 
people to work removing 
spawning obstacles by hand. 
The Canada works 
program is another pet 
terget~ of his. "It's no 
solution to anything. "The 
Liberals don't have a 
mandate to develop 
secondary industry, so what 
they do is drive up and down 
the street and drop little 
bundles of money 
everywhere." 
Instead of spreading 
money around through 
works grants, the govern- 
'ment should help small, 
secondary industries. The 
skills in a community could 
he analyzed, a development 
plan made and funding 
supplied to meet the skills, 
he says. 
Small industries the 
~ ovemment could develop ere include oyster har- 
vesting smoking salmon, 
b u tn  i l gun ' t  d 1 i 
Jim Fulton 
marketing hand-made an d 
goods manufactured with 
small amounts of 
machinery 
The govern sent won't go 
for this plan, he says, 
because its a socialist 
concept, "and they don't 
believe in the basic 
usefulness of people." 
- -~Ce-n~xt  electOR will 
come after the anti-inflation 
measures  have been 
dropped by the govern- 
ment, he said, and, with a 
glint of humor in is eyes, 
"after Margaret and Pierre 
hay e.a reconciliation." 
filled with high school students. 
The buses collided with another vehicle at the in- 
tersection ofKin~isher and Nalabila, two of Kitimat's 
busiest streets, at 7:12 p.m. The first police car 
arrived at the scene 90 seconds later. A fire truck from 
the Kitimat Fire Department was in position by 7:16 
p.m. 
• First aid attendants and ambulances from Alcan 
and Eurocan helped the hospital ambulance cope with 
33 injured passengers. Less than an hour after the 
accident, victims had been cleared through the 
h0s~ital emergency department to treatment areas. 
Director of nurses Mrs. Phil Jansen called in seven 
off-duty doctors, 15 nurses plus x-ray and laboratroy 
technicians. "Staff response was good and patients 
flowed fairly well," Mrs. Jansen said. 
She described patients's behavior and simulated 
injuries as extremely realistic. 
Injuries included a severed artery, a peice of glass 
embedded in a victims' stomach, fractures and 
lacerations. Mrs. Barry Blix, Mrs. Fran Doyle and 
Mrs. Diane Oakden spent wo hours making up the 
crash victims. 
Disaster committee chairman Steve Stevens aid 
the emergency had been planned to stress facilities of 
.police, fire department, hospital and auxiliary forces. 
He pointed out that although the cooperating groups 
knew the disaster would be staged they had no idea 
what kind of emergency would be involved or when it 
would occur. 
PR"-UDEN & CURRIE .is LTD. 
!i,~"• = ': • ,~-~.. 
PEACEFU L EASY 
FEELING 
This open beam ceiling home 
Is mostly finished in cedar, 
has a large living room with 
fireplace, 3 good sized 
bedrooms, large rear sundeck 
and a full basomeht with a 
sauna, fireplace and partially 
finished recreatloo room. The 
large lot has a rear view of the 
Skeana Valley. Phone Rusty 
Liungh for viewing. 
TIDY STARTER HOMI-" 
Compact house for the young 
family with two bedrooms, 
wall to wall carpeting, mud 
room with storage and the 
house has been newly 
decorated. Full price 
$28,000.00. For viewing phme 
CAPTIVATING VIEW OF 
TERRACE AND SKEENA 
VALLEY 
4609 Westvlew has 3 bedroom, 
full basement, 2 fireplaces, 
rumpus room, attached 
garage, kitchen Is loaded with 
cabinets and range and frldge 
Included, hot water heating. 
Very private and secluded 
setting. Asking $65,000 and 
will conslderoffers. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
m ~ m ~ m m m m m m m a  
, !  
THE KITCHEN YOU 
ALWAYS WANTED 
He~ej it is • "kitchen with 
cabinets galore In this top 
quality full bsmt 3 brmn 
~n~e,. 2 bathrooms, large 
c~,roR~1od living and dlnlng 
roaR, s, flnlsh~d rec room, 
la r~.  private deck, 2 car 
carkd~H with storage. Lovely 
lot 0n quiet dead-and street so 
convenient to downtown. 




Located lust off Queensway 
this thr_ee bedroom home has 
wall ~0 wall carpeting, 
frankllj~flreplace, patio doors 
to front)§undeck, laundry area 
and a lar'ge eating area In the 
kitchen. To view Phone Rusty 
Liungh. Full price $32,000. 
A GREAT FAMILY HOME 
1300 sq.ft, wlth fully flnlshed 
basement. Main floor 3 
bedroom wlth ensulta off 
master. Large kitchen. L 
shaped llvlng room and dlnlng 
room, fireplace basobment 
has 2 bedrooms, large rec 
room with wet bar, 2 
bedrooms, laundry room. 
There Is an attached garage. 
Sundecks front and rear and a 
• large lot. Situated Inan ex- 
cellent area. Phone Bob 
Sheridan. 
GREAT FAMILY LOCATION 
Convenient to all school 
levels this 1200 sq.ft, full 
basement home has natural 
rock f i rep lace .  Ensulte 
plumbing. 3 additional 
bedrooms In basement. At. 
tached carport.extra built 
Ins. Nicely treed lot. Asking 
$49.000. Give Bob Sheridan a 
call. 
UNIQUELY OIFFERENT 
Quality constructed full bsmt 
home with 3 Ixlmns off an 
upper balconey which 
overlooks the living room and 
dining room. Modern kitchen 
with laundry room lust a step 
away. Study room with patio 
doors to deck, Fireplace In 
living room and bamt has free 
standing fireplace In a large 
carpeted rumpus room. 
Sundeck over carport. Twin 
seal windows. New listing In 
town on Dairy Ave. See this 
really different well built 
home with BOb Sheridan. 
LOOKING FOR QUALITY 
WITH A RURAL SETTING? 
Just off Hwy 16 out oftown an 
1129 sq.ft, full bsmt home In 
Immaculate condition and 
constructed with care. Very 
modern kitchen with built.In 
range andoven. 2 bathrooms, 
quality carpeted attached 
garage, tO'x24' separate 
workshop, bright, fully In. 
sulated,shop, heated and 
wired power tools. 22ov. It's a 
beauty. Even a fully Insulated 
cold storage room In the bsmt. 




Located on fully landscaped 
and fenced lot on Graham 
Avenue. Wall to wall, double 
windows. Will qualify for 
CMHC 95 percent financing. 
Call Swain McColl for In. 
formation on howyou can own 
your homefor very little cash. 
SPACIOUS MODERN HOM i:'' 
Only 3 years old, 1288 sq.ft .  
wlth full basement, modern 
kitchen, nlce dlnlng room, 2 
flreplocee ensulte plumblng 
off master bedroom, rec. 
room, all bedrooms, living 
room, and dining room nicely 
carpeted. Located In an or- 
b'active area of Weetvlo~/Dr. 
Call Bob Sheridan. 
v% 
CENTRAL LOCATION • TWO 
BLOCKS TO DOWNTOWN 
SCHOOLS AND ARENA 
It makes this 3 bedroom one 
and half storey home Ideal for 
an active family. Features 
Include full basement, shake 
roof, wall to wall, large kit. 
chert and dining. Drive by 4638 
Onvles and call Dwaln McColl 
to view. Priced under $40,000. 
PRICED TO SELL.ANXIOUS 
OWNER 
3 bedrooms.full basement. 
attractive fireplace, built.In 
range and oven, built.In china 
cabinet, enclosed patio at 
rear, 2 bedrooms, bathroom, 
rumpus room In basement. 
Asking S64,000.glve Bob 
sheridan • call. 
DOUBLEWIDE WITH SHOP 
AT BARGAIN PRICE 
Modern 2 bedroom Century 
double wide on concrete 
rlngwall.servlced by P.U.C. 
water system - only six years 
old and In good condition • 
22'x28' shop with concrete 
floor • large lot • owners offer 
financing esoletance and are 
only asking $21,000. Make an 
offer. Contact Bob Sheridan. 
QUIET AREA & MINIMUM 
OF TRAFFIC 
Dstlghtfully different SpaclouE 
2 bedroom morn basement 
home, very large living room, 
iNIth floor to open calling, 
I)rlck fireplace, attache~ 
~arpert drive by 4611 Mc. 
Connel and give Bob Sheridan 
• col 
FOR FAMILY LIVING 
This fully finished home In 
centrally located on a paved 
street. Three bedrooms, two 
baths, living room, dining 
room, and kitchen with nook 
on the main floor. The 
basement Is full developed 
with roc room and fireplace, 
bath, two bedrooms, laudry 
room, and storage area. 
Priced to sell in the flfty's. 
Drive by 4721 Tuck Avenue 
and then give John Currle a 
call for complete details. 
Price reduced to 30,000 for thll  
neat two bedroom home. Clou 
to schools. This home has wall 
to wall carpotlng. There Is a 
separate garage with a 
workshop. Nlcaly landscaped 
with a garden area. Vendor 
will carry secondary finan- 
cing to the right party. To 
view this multiple listing No. 
2662. Phone Rusty LIungh. 
THOR~I~II I.-L . HA----N OYMAN 
SPECIAL 
Price reduced from $25,500 to 
$22,500. Owner really wants to 
soil as quickly as possible. 3 
bedroom, full basement. To 
view call Bert Llungh. 
:ulet -area off Queensway 
offers a 3 bedroom house with 
breeze way carport and at. 
tached workshop and storage 
rse.Franklln fireplace Inside I 
and brick barbecue otdslde. 
nicety landscaped and treed. 
for an appointment o view. 
call Rusty blungh 635.575,1. 
' i 
{ 
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i Interpret!rig The News J 
Overloaded Japan 
cool on imports 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- The trend of discussion at the 
current joint meetings of the International Monetary Fund 
and World Bank suggests hat hose countries seeking .quick 
moves toward economic expansion will be sadly dzsap- 
pointed. 
Countries which could afford to accept more imports and 
thereby stimulate world markets appear eluctant to make 
'any major moves. Japan, for example, has built up huge 
trade surpluses and many countries are looking to Japan to 
widen its doors to more imports. But the Japanese reaction 
appears tobe cool. 
Ja~n gave the ioint meeting a vague promise to explore 
"various possibilities to further promote imports" but 
declined to make any major commitment. 
While a number of industrial countries have been crippled 
by hi.~h oil import costs, forcing them into heavy in- 
ternational trade deficits, Japan, through self-discipline 
and high productivity, has managed to absorb the oil-price 
blow and maintain its exports at highly competitive prices. 
DEFICIT EXPECTED 
Japan, along with West Germany and other major sur- 
plnseamers, previously promised to help overcome world 
recession by accepting more imports. When the Japanese 
showed a $3.7-billion current-account surplus last year, 
trade experts figured they would open their doors so wide 
that Japan would show a current-account deficit his year. 
But instead Japan likely will show a current-account 
surplus of some $9 billion this year, more than double the 
surplus of last year. 
This year's actual trade surplus for Japan, which does not 
include certain monetary transfers included under current 
adcount, will be about $15 billion, 
~The inability of the assembled finance ministers to prod 
Japan into a firm commitment to drastically reduce its 
surplus does more than weaken the system of international 
economic o-operation. 
As several speakers warned, the Japanese surplus 
threatens to lead to erection of trade harriers which could 
cripple international trade and halt the world's slow move 
out of recession. 
Chancellor of the Exchequer Denis Healey of Britain was 
one of the major figures to put that warning in his speech: 
"Unless there now is a significant increase in aggregate 
international demand, unemployment will continue to rise 
and the pressure toward protectionism ay become 
irresistible." 
GERMANY HELPS 
His warning was also partially directed at West Ger- 
many, the only other ma!or country with a large trade sur- 
plus. But West Germany ssurplus is only a fraction of the 
Japanese and most observers agree West Germany is 
trying to make substantial reductions in it. 
Many speakers warned that if protectionism harms trade 
growth, the smaller countries and particularly the 
developing states will be hardest hit. Canada,. a country 
whose economy is unusually dependent on inmrnationm 
trade, may also he expecbted to suffer considerably. 
Amid all the dangers is one bright spot: President Car- 
ter's expressed determination to have the United States 
continue to absorb a heav~, share of the impact of the 
collective oil deficit. The Umtod States is expected to have a 
trade deficit of more than $25 billion this year. 
But Treasury Secretary Michael Blnmenthal told 
reporters there is a limit to how long even a president can 
hold out when congressmen, manufacturers and labor 
unions ee Japan's large trade surplus and the large volume 
of Japanese goods entering the United States: 
"Unless it is corrected as quickly as possible, the problem 
of protectionist pressures in many countries, including our 
own, may become very large, and I think justifiably so." 
"I'LL KEEP M~' VOICE DOWN WHEN YOU KEEP 
YOUR VOICE DOWN." • 
Bogg  s( iennsts [Ottawa Offbead 
Dome a mast;erpiece Parkinson's,Law 
and the result  was  an ex-  applies today FLORENQE, Italy favorite parking spot for by changes in temperature, 
(Reuter) -- More than 500 tourist buses, traordinary architectural which opsn and close the 
cracks and cause fragments BY RICHARD HACKSON 
of plaster and brick to shear 
off. 
years after it~was erected, 
the dome of Florence's 
majestic cathedral still 
puzzles architects and engi- 
necrs. They cannot decide 
how Filippo Bruneleschi 
built it. 
The puzzle is not simply 
academic. The great dome, 
one of the architectural 
masterpieces ~ of the 
Renaissance, is cracking. 
The cathedral, flanked by 
its baptistry and a 14th- 
century bell tower built by 
Giotto, is a focal point of the 
city. and one of Florence's 
major tourist attractions. 
The worsening state of the 
dome is thought to be caused 
b~. shifts in the soil and 
wbratiea from the heavy 
traffic which rears around 
the cathedral square, a 
Before a proper monument admired 
restoration plan can be put . throughout the world. 
into effect, the dome's But how did he do it? 
structure has to be thor- Even now, five centuries 
oughly studied. Even with later, Bemporad said, the 
modern technological aids, mechanics of the dome are 
this is not as simple as it not fully understood and 
may sound, experts argue about its 
"Brunelleschi was an basic structure. 
intuitive man," Florence's 
superintendent of The outer cupola leans on, 
monuments, Nello Bern- and is supported by, the 
porad, explained. "It tak~ inner one, so any fault in one 
a long time to understand part leadstoa weakening in 
how be made the dome." the other. 
TOOK 14 YEARS Bemporad said the 
The dome comprises an 
inner and outer cupola, built problem of cracks in the 
on a base 41 metres in domebas existed ever since 
diameter. Brunelleschi was it was built but recent 
chosen to build it in 1420, 50 studies have shown, that 
years after the rest of the they are widening and new 
cathedral was finished, ones appearing. 
The work took the The main damage, on the 
Florentine artist 14 years inner cupola, is made worse 
FRESCOS DAMAGED 
The inside of the dome is 
decorated with frescoes of 
heaven and hell painted by 
Giorgio Vasari, and art 
restorers desperately want 
to get to work before large 
chunks of fresco fall off. 
In some places the cracks 
run through the paintings 
from the base to the apex of 
the dome. 
A government com- 
mission was set up two 
years ago to assess the 
cracks and water damage to 
the frescos. 
One commission member, 
Prof. Salvatore di Pasquale, 
reported that the cracks had 
worsened considerably over 
the last 20 years. 
Illustration in a coming brochure shows the newly- 
completed trail catting that has been done on Kit- skiers can ride up and hike down. 
sumkalum ski hill. The local ski club is holding a served at about 2 p.m. 
family day at the hill from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday, 
Flee reality/ 
TraveL ads expoit your wil  [es " 
BERLIN (AP) ,  Modern ~ 
vacatious'are flights from 
reality, pseudo-adventures 
fuelled b~, advertising that 
gets tounsts o involved in 
daydreams they break laws 
and fall off mountains, a
German psychoanalyst 
says. 
The modern tourist, Dr. 
Elizabeth M. Hau said, 
"wants adventure, but it 
shouldn't be dangerous." 
He wants to discover new 
things, she said, "but they 
should really be the same 
old thin~s and tl my shouldn't 
cause hun any anxie.ty." 
People, like animals, 
make trips in search of food 
and essentials, as well as out 
of simple curiosity. But only 
man makes trips based on 
his own fantasies, Dr. Hau 
said in a paper prepared for 
the International Forum for 
Psychoanalysis here. _ 
Modern man is trained 
from his earliest days to 
function in a complicated 
society. But Dr. Hau said h_e 
is rarely eguipped to do 
much with his free time, of 
which he finds there is more 
and more. 
"That means these free 
times are like exploratory 
situations involving latent 
desires and anxieties," the 
Freiburg analyst said. 
DISMISS DANGERS 
"The real dangers that 
come up during a vacation 
and is inviting all skiers. To tow will be operating, so 
Coffee will be 
are widely, dismissed by 
tourists when they get in the 
way of their daydreams," 
the psychiatrist aid, citing 
auto accidents, mountain- 
eering mishaps, sicknesses 
and encounters wi :h the law 
as some of the results. 
Travel advertising 
stresses the importance of 
vacations by asking the 
potential traveller if he 
thinks last year's trip was 
worth a year's worR, she 
said. It talks about his 
neighbor's great vacation 
and promises him he can 
llve as cheaply as at home 
when he gets to whatever 
"as-you-like-it paradise" is 
being offered. 
Aboard the Hilda Marjanne: 
Ottawa-Twenty years ago that distinguished British wit, 
C.Northcote Parkinson wrote his remarkable book. 
The book "Parkinson's Law" set off a great stir with its 
dissection of governmental bureacucarite idiocies. 
At the time, his admires considered him the greatest 
satirist since Swift. 
And he only added to his towering stature as the reigning 
literary comic as her gravely and imperturabley insited 
that his law, outrageous then as it seemed, indeed was 
entirely serious, mathmeatically provable and universally 
demonstrable. 
The law,was, in essenc, that the number of workers in 
any government department, bin/can, agency o f  office 
where two or more puolic srvanm presumamylaoourea, 
tende to increase at an annual rate of about six percent, 
regardless ofthe amount of work to be done or even whether 
any is done at all. 
Trouble was that Parkinson forgot about infaltion, the 
insidious product of bureaucra, cy's delighted application--or 
multiplication--of his fameo law. 
Par~'insoo drew the law itself from two axioms: 
1. "An offical wants to multiply subordinates not rivals," 
and 
2."Officials make work for each other" 
• It follows then that Civil Servan A, who thinks himself 
overworked, will hire not just one assistant, B, who thus 
might be deemed to become his probable successor, but 
will hire tow subordinates, C and D, diving the work into two 
categories, o that A will have the merit of being the 0nly 
man who comprehends them beth. 
As these individuals make work for each other, C, in turn, 
will find themselves overworkerd, and demand, and get 
two assistants of his own. 
The A can avert internal staff friction only by advising 
thaappointment of two special assistants to help D. 
Seven official are now doing what one did beofre. 
These seven make so much work for each other that 
allare fully occupied and A is actually working harder than 
ever. 
SO A, to lighten the load will have to requisitin for not just 
one assistant,w B1 who thus mightbe seen to be a possible 
successor,but hire two subordinates, C1and D1, dlvidning 
the work into two categories again, so that A alone will be 
the only one understanding beth. 
Thus, the empires built. 
Parkinson's own classic example of the irrelevance of 
bureaucratic expansion to the work to be done was that of 
Britian's Royal Navy between 1914 and 1928. 
~ ~'I r~ ,~ ~ ~.  Though the number of capital ships i~ ~ommission (the 
• ~.  v~,=. - - - -~ , :  ..... very raison d'etre of the Navy~d ecre~'dd by 67 percent 
. . . . .  : : . . . .  ":andthe number ofdfficem andmen actualy manning those 
When asked in .a 197.5 ~shipa~decreased by,:31' percent, ,Admiralty. officalls-the~ 
survey,, most west ~erman chair-borne armad-increasod 78 percent. 
vacatmners said they were 
doinJ[ it for a rest. mostly by Bur, as previouloy noted, PARKINSON WASN'T AWARE 
swimming or just lying OF THE UNBLESSINGS OF INFALTION TO COME. 
around. For herein Fat City, the Treasury Beard in responding to 
questions inthe Commons as 'fessed upthat between 1968 
But Dr: Hau's theory is and '75 while the public service as a whole increased 22 
percent., the number of executive-typebureacrat~ 
ballooned by 231 percent. 
And that's empire building on the grand scale that neither 
Parkison, nore Caesar nore Alexander ever dared to 
dream. 
that for manythe reasons 
run deeper. 
"Only this way, they 
think, can they fulfil their 
real desires, resolve their 
conflicts, find happiness and 
avoid unhappiness. . . 
"The so-called best WeeKs 
of the year could probably 
be better enjoyed if people 
did more during the other 11 
months of the year to solve 
their inner or outer 
problems," she said. 
Lonely but free on th.e deep sea 
ABOARD FREIGHTER 
HILDA MARJANNE (CP) 
- -  Excitement reigned 
aboard the freighter Hilda 
Marjanne as she dropped 
anchor in the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence across from Port 
Cartier, Que. while a school 
of whales cavorted in the 
distance. 
It was just before dusk of 
a Sunday evening and the 
vessel had to wait in line for 
dock space to take on a load 
of iron ore. So the crew, 
including Capt. Otto 
Hooke~, scrambled for their 
hand-lines to jig cod off the 
side of the ship. 
Cod jigging? On a working 
Great Lakes freighter? 
"Why not?" smiled Jean 
Crawford, chief cook and 
one of two female members 
of the crew. "We are en- 
titled to a little fun too." 
She pulled in a cod too 
small to keep and threw it 
overboard. R was quickly 
gobbled up by a hovering 
seagull. 
On this particular trip, the 
catch was small, less than a 
dozen. 
FIGHT MONOTONY 
But it didn't matter to the 
crew, who use moments like 
this to fight the loneliness 
and monotony of life on a 
Great Lakes bulk carrier. 
Also, it helped ease the 
agony when the crew was 
aroused from their bunks at 
5 a.m. the next morning to 
sail the ship into port as 
dock space had vecome 
available. 
The Hildn Marianne is a 
relaxed ship, Rinds on. the 
refrigerator are common, 
day or night. The cooks 
make sure there is always 
fresh fruit and cold meat 
available. And night clerk 
Rick West of Wetland, Ont., 
goes on duty in the galley at 
10:30 each night to make 
sandwiches for anyone who 
feels the need. 
A guest found a crew with 
few beefs, even though the 
lakers work these waters 
nine months of the year. 
Modern technolugy permits 
quick loading and unloading 
so shore leave is infrequent. 
"In some respects, I 
suppose it could be termed a
lonesome life," remarked 
Hookey. 
"But it's a goodphealthy, 
clean life. You're breathing 
clean air all the time as op- 
posed to the dirty air that 
you breathe in the city." His 
home is in St. Catharines, 
Ont. 
WATCH TELEVISION 
To pass the time when 
they are off duty, the crew 
play cards, watch tel~vision 
or read paperbacks. ~ 
On the gulf, there is only 
French television which 
dPrompts giggles from the 
eck hands. 
"Yeah, try watching a 
John Wayne movie in 
French," Tom Sipos of 
Toronto says with a laugh. 
There is a laundry room 
aboard ship and a lot of time 
is spent keeping clothes 
clean, 
For Roy'Bourgeois, 20, of 
North 'Bay, Ont., an ap- 
prentice cadet, a lot of hm 
spare time is spent in his 
room on his studies. He 
wants to become a mate. 
• For the two girls, the 
routine is almost he same. 
"I usually go to my room 
when I'm not working and 
pick up my knitting or 
crochet," said Mrs. 
Crawford,, a redhaired 
mother of ' seven. "Maybe 
some lucky guy wants to 
play crib and we have a 
ame or two. But it's pretty 
nely." 
MIXES EASILY 
Teresa Dnfort, a slim, at- 
t rac t ive  20-year-o l  
university graduate from 
Peterborongh, Ont., is Mrs. 
Crawford's assistant in the 
galley. 
She mixes easily with the 
men, plays cards with them~ 
and their banter is light and 
cheerful. 
"If you act like a lady, 
people will treat you like 
" sa S BOU eois one, she y . rg 
agrees, but adds: "Teresa is 
a lot smarter than most of 
the people on the ship and 
she can put them down any 
time she wants to." 
What attracts them to the 
long, lonely hours? 
For the dsckb~mds it is the 
good pay and the chance to 
work regularly at what are 
essentially non-skilled jobs. 
"You get a job in a plant 
and three months later you 
get laid off," said Fred 
Skuta of Port Colborne, Ont. 
"So, you ma X as well stick to 
something like this." 
"Right,~! replied Sipes. 
"When you're not working, 
you don't know what to do 
with yourself. That's bad." 
PLANS TO TRAVEL 
Miss Dufort came to the 
ship out of university 
because she couldn't find a 
shore-based job. She plans 
to travel and work in Europe 
the next two years. 
For Bourgeois, the Hilda 
Marjaune o~fered a chance 
for a career and to escape 
from some serious social 
problems. 
"I was drinking too much 
for a while and I started 
getting sick," he said. "I 
really didn't like the idea 
that you should be in bars 
three to four nights a week." 
Then there is Norman 
Greig, 70, of Annapolis 
Royal, N.S., the chief 
engineer who came out of 
retirement two years ago to 
work summers on the Great 
Lakes as a relief officer. 
After serving SO years on 
ocean-going ships, he finds 
the calm water~ of the lakes 
a pleasant change. 
West has a special reason 
to be pleased about his job. 
Recently, he missed, the 
boat after going ashore 
briefly. 
"I missed the boat, 
right?" he said. "And I was 
still able to get my job back 
next time the boat came 
through." 
"A lot of places, you don't 
show up for .work for four or 
five days and you get fired." 
Palsy victim 
just won't quit 
EDMONTON CP-pThere have been no short cuts for 
Eugene Brody inhis quest for a university education. 
It took 14 years of painstaking study for him to earn his 
bachelor of arts degree by mastering a course a each year. 
Not content with one degree Brody, a cerebral" palsy 
.victim,enrolled atUniversity of Albertaa gain, This time 
ne aecided totackle the faculty of science. Ittook another. 
nine before he graduatedt his spring with a bachlde, of 
science degree. 
Brody, 53, is like that. Other people may shy away from 
trhe thingstheyfind diffivult but heheads deliberlity for the 
obstacles,determined to clear the. 
He prides hinself on being no quitter. "I kept tolling 
myself all those years that if others could geiShaS degree 
then so could I. I had to prove I coulddo the work. And I've 
never letmy handicap stand in the way." 
He used igenuity to find ways to get things done. Students 
were asked if they minded slippTng sheet of carbon and 
papei" betweentheir notebooks pages to make an extra copy_ 
of their oto during classes. The always obllgied. 
Brody would dictate the notes inmore detailed for to a 
typist. He also usedtypists oget exams and essays done. 
His mother read texts and reference books to him. 
Laboratories inbotany, zoology and bioloRy stumped 
byt Brody got aroundthose My asking hTs professore to  
assign him essay topics to amke up the marks. 
"Sometimes I felt like giving up but the next moment I. 
would pull myself together and push on." 
he gets a deep sense ofs tisfacatlon from knowing he has 
never backed away from a final exam and never flunked a 
| ,  ' , ,  subject, although Ive been on the borderline. He did well 
enough in botharts and science to have his admission 
c ha.rged from that of a special-trial studentto full-credit 
status. 
Brody took a year off after his BA gradntaionbut fooond 
himself itching to crack the books. I was geared to this 
kind of life. Iwanted to get back in." Student life suited 
him so well he made a career out of it. 
"Studying has always been a challenge to me. Can I do 
it? Am I able to toe the mark?" 
His grey hari and neat suit and tie set Brody apart from 
the other studentsbut he always fouond'time to help. He 
devoted his spare time to working on the student 
newspaper. The Gateway, and the student radio station. 
He was twicedawarde the gold key for his contributaion to
social lif at the university. _ 
This fall, Brody is moving on to Grant MaeEwan ~,~om- 
munitv College to take a liberalartsdiploma program. 
j 
, | 
Dodgers have edge 
in national, series 
PHILADELPHIA, (AP) -- 
Los Angeles Dodgers ap- 
r to have the _edge 
~hiladelphia Phlllies on In 
over-all pitching in the 
Is i 
Philli~ probably will move 
up Christenson, the third 
game's probable starter, 
Should Ozark have to 
bypass Lonborg, he plans to 
Sports 
upcoming National League 
championship series. 
Phillies manager Danny. 
Ozark has the talent to 
match the Dodgers' staff in 
the best-offive series bet- 
ween the NL's divisional 
dip into his bullpen for 
reliever Ron Reed, who 
posted a 7-5 record with a 
• 2.40 ERA and 15 saves 
during the season. 
At this point, it would 
appear that Ozark has given 
up on Jim Kant, the 39-year- 
old veteran who has won 
Reed as a starter. Gene 
Garber over the last half of 
the season has been one of 
the most effective relievers 
in baseball. Tug McGraw is 
exporienced and has the 
perfect disposition for 
playoff baseball: nothing 
bothers him. 
Rookie Warren Brusstar, 
has performed beyond the 
Phill]es' expectations since 
being called up last spring. 
Ozark also has Randy 
Lerch, a rookie whose 
pitching has ranged from 
great to awful. 
The Dodgers' bullpen is 
led by Charley Hough, who 
won five, last 12 and saved 
21 during the drive to the 
West Division title. Lasorda 
also can call upon Mike 
Garman, Lance Rau~zhan 
and Elio Sesa. Over all, the 
Old ple yers 
buy Red Sox 
• OSTON (AP) -- Haywood Sullivan, a former 
major league catcher, and Edward G. (Buddy) 
LeRoux, a former trainer, purchased the, Boston Red 
Sox baseball team today after months of negotiations. 
The sale was announced by three executors of the 
estate of the late Thomas A. Yawkey, who died in July 
of 1976 after owning the Sex for 43 years. 
Lacour declined to disclose any figure in the sale. 
' Negotiations tocomplete the sale are anticipated to 
allow a final closing on Oct. 31. 
LaCour said that American League president Lee 
MacPhall had been advised of the agreement. 
Sullivan and LeRoux will serve as general partners 
with the full authority to make all decisions. Limited 
partners include Yawkey's widow, Jeah, and Frank 
Ramsey, a former Boston Celtics pro basketball 
great, H.M.Stevens Inc. and nine others. 
Sullivan, 47, caught for the Red Sex and Kansas City 
for seven "years. He mana[~ed Kansas City in 1965 
before he became vice-prestdent i  charge of player 
personnel for the Red Sex. 
LeRoux, 45, was an assistant trainer for the 
National Hockey League Boston Bruins for five years, 
then became head trainer of the Celtics for 10 years. 
He was the Red Sox trainer from 1966 to 1974 when he 
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Star slugger can't 
forget the bad days 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  In 
six sizzling weeks, Reggie 
Jackson has become a 
in brief J 
SANTA CRUZ; Calif. 
(AP) -- Former catcher 
Ernie Lomhardi, who twice 
won National League bat- 
ring crowns, has died here. 
He was 69. He started and 
ended'his baseball career 
with the old Oaks of the 
Pacific Coast League. He 
also played in the majors 
with Brooklyn Dodgers, 
Cincinnati Reds, Boston 
Braves and New York 
Giants. Lomhardi had a 
bonifide candidate for the 
most valuable player award 
by carrying New York 
Yankees mto the American 
League baseball playoffs. 
Yet Kackson is sim- 
mering, instead of smiling, 
because of his earlier 
treatment by the fans. 
The Yankees won 40 of 
their last 50 games to charge 
to the top of the American 
l.~ague East Division. 
Over that stretch, 
Jackson, who was inserted 
in the cleanup spot at the 
start of the streak, has hit 13 
home runs and has driven in 
49 runs. 
The fans, who used him as 
a whipping boy when the 
Yanks were struggling, 
have been won over to his 
Jackson, the highest 
priced player in last Win" 
ter's freeagent market when 
he signed a $2.9 million 
contract, called his season 
in New York "a tough 
year." 
. "This is a tough town. 
This is man's country. This 
is noptace for a boy. A boy 
would run off and hide 
here." 
Jackson said the pressure 
placed upon him may have 
been responsible in part for 
his 32 home rups and 109 
runs hatted in. 
But Jackson ~never an- 
ticipated the close scrutiny 
his performance r ceived in 
New York. He has been 
under a microscope from 
the fwst day with the Yon- 
titlist. The problem is 
damaged goods. 
Jim Lonborg is a question 
mark. Larry Christenson 
can pitch but isn't sure how 
many innings he can last. 
Lonherg has been 
botheredby a twinge in his 
pitching shoulder since he 
blanked Cincinnati Sept. 2. 
He missed one start and 
more games than any other 
active major league pitcher. 
Kant is 6-10 with a 5.38 ERA. 
The Phillies would go hack 
to Carlton if there is a game 
four. Should the series go 
the limit, Christenson ap- 
pears the likely starter in 
the fifth game. 
lifetime batting average of 
Dedgersseem to have more left to operate the New England Rehabilitation .386 and was  the league 
quantity, the Philltes more Centre. leader in 1938 with .342 and 
quality in the bullpen, in 1942 with .330. 
' p • 
ins  ,)n o ln ts  
side. They cheer him con- 
stantly. 
It remains to be seen, 
however, whether Jackson 
can he won over to them. 
EARNED THE CHEERS 
"I earned those cheers," 
he said following Wed- 
nesday night's grand-slam 
home run that keyed the 
victory which clinched a lie 
for the division title. "I 
kees. 
"If I'd known it was ~oing 
to he like this," he sasd, "I 
wouldn't wanted to have 
been here." 
The division title hardly 
satisfied Jackson. hasn't lasted in three sub- Dodgers manager Tom 
sequent efforts. ~ Laserda has a deep and 
Christenoon, an 19-gume wellrested staff. He has five 
winner, has developbi a ~tarters: Tommy Jolm;_Do.n NEW YORK (AP)  -~ jabs, especially when he other times, he looked llke 
blister on a finger Of his Sutton, Burr Hooton, Rick Muhammad All, looking ac chose to stick and move, an old fighter who would 
pitching hand that bleeds in Rhoden and Doug Rau- .  times like the. dancing took control in the seventh have rather been 
late innings. He says Lasorda has namea JOnn master of old ana at omer round, somewhere else. 
throwing the slider is par- as his first pitcher, followed times a weary, old chain- Judges Eva Shain and Of course, All of- 
tieularly painful, by Sutton. Hooten, par- peon, used left jahe and left Tony Cnstellano each had it tegpurpesely did nothing in 
Ozark has announced that ticularl~, effective against hooks to pound out a unsnl- nine rounds to six for All, order to buy time in case he 
23-game winner Steve the Phillies, looms as the mons 15-round ecision over while referee Johnny needed his strength for the 
Carlton will open for the game three Los .Angeles Earnle Shavers and retain LeBianco saw it 9-5-1 for the •tater ounds. 
Phlllies in Los Angeles pitcher, with Jonn ana the world heavyweight champion. And he did. 
Tuesday night. The man- Sutton coming hack as championship Thursday The Associated Press had All, Who weighed 225 to 
10-5 for AU. 211¥4 for the 33-year-old nger would like to go wim ne~l_e~..  . night at Madison Square itThe pattern of the f i~t Shavers, landed aflurry of a Lonborg, 10-3, in the second "rue yhillies appear m Garden. 
game at .Los.. Angeles...If .lmve an .edge ~ the~nllpen, Aliwas sh~wing every one was one of Shavers talking dozen punches to the head in 
Lonherg mn'c reauy, me if uzarK aeesa t nave to use ofhis35years atthe end, but and looking to throw the big the seventh round and stole 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: he also showed his right hand that had enabled the eighth round with 
• • ~.  tremendous courage when, him to knock out 52 of his another flurry of head 
U ~ ' ~  fa -e  t~ ~a ~ tx"~ 4- 4- after being sent across the first 60 opponents, while Ali punches with a minute left. 
J ,  1 ~[~L|~/~ ~ ~, ring by a smashing right in looked for ways to nullify He aiso came out on top in 
. . . . . . . .  O!"1  !" the final round, he came the challenger's power, the ninth with a late flurry, 
back with a flurry of head All was far more suc- then had his best round to 
• " /a  punches that almost put cessful, often keeping that point in the 10th. 
f t  t "  O ~ g '~e~ T Shavers down. Shavers too busy to punch In the 10th, the champ 
~.~l O[ /~ lg / I /  It was a fantastic ending by snapping home jabs, came out  dancing and 
~ to a fight that had its dull hooks and flurries of pun- landed several jabs and six 
Bv moments and it again un- ches with both hands to the to eight good left hooks after 
CAPT. NORMA YOUNG derlined the vast experience head. that. A solid hook shook 
~ ~ ~ : ' "  ~ ~ ' ~ : ' : ' ' r that An carries into any All semetimea brought Shavers at the midpoint and 
- . . . . . .  ,. • . ,  . fi ht . . . . .  cheers of admiration with All backed him up at least 
How.often~w~e ~gqblvtme • The second t ime,  ~to see.  g~nt r ,a , ,  . . . .  ~,,oo hisfloatinglikeabutterfly, twice with solid corn- 
these words as we -art stuck home to us . . . . . . . . . .  stinging like a bee--which binations to the heed. ~' , . .^ . . , I .  . . . . .  1¢ , -hen  mrougn me lu'st  SiX rounas 
company with acquaitan- ,-,_-_-,~, '~?'~'~ears"m-- and then Ale, who hardly seemed to he mostly a It seemed as though The 
ces, but have we ever mruus.t t.© ; :~ . . . . . .  ....^.~ ..-.. ~... s.e, memory to him now. But at Acorn, as All dubbed the . . . .  e" esight has '~mwn worse cvcr mm~c~ w,,, ,..~ ,~,, stop to condifer just . challenger, might run out of 
wha~edthatonelittleword, ~'ti~lastyear.w.~enlfotmdit ~ '~- - - -  c.]ing gas and not fmish. Shavers 
SEE reallv means~ near impossiDse m ao or- .~1  ~V never had gone beyond 10 
" " dinary reading. Even to the ' b . f l~A,  rounds and had been on the 
Toooften. thasewithgood =dingofthemusicwhenI  - -  hfe point of exhaustion in the 
eyes, tak{ng seeing for played theptano: __  . "~i '~'~ 10th in wiuning two fights 
anted What is like to ,As a ~mvation Army IA  • 
wgra~ke up and not see the Officer, active both in , , v  last year. But although Ali had 
world around you or your playin~ the piano and also BOSTON (AP) -- Hobson doubled and .Steve claimed. "Acorns fall in 
loved onees faces. To others pre~nng lessons mr xo~g American League slugging Dillard sacrificed. Burleson September," Shavers would 
ca vee m aria messages ~or who have visual handi p, _ 1~ _ . leader Jim Rice drove in walked and rookie Cox not quit. After All had the 
~ inn  may be lookin ~maay breive, k was a four runs with his 39th thro~,h the world in a haze lg har..d.ship._ . The  eye homer and a sacrifice fly drove in Hobson with the best of the 11th and 12th secondof his thee hits. Rice rounds, Shavers began a 
• ~,ur°mem t nna was, eauea Thursda",~ leading Boston ~]~o~a-sacr i f iee  fly rally. 
Twice, in the space of a keratoeontur  which n,~.~, , t , ,~.3~ctewov~r 
few years the word 'see' and sometimes can-be.co,coted Tor'-on~ i "lue" Jays " "  - scoring Burleson. With 40 seconds left in the 
what it, reall means truci~ by contact lenses out m my q,ha ~. tn~ ken;" th,, R~d The victory went to Bob 13th round, he caught All 
tO the core Jhear ts  wzthin case was too far advanced. Sex mathematic~y alive in . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  Stanley, 8-7, who relieved flush with a right hand to the 
our family. The first tinge Through the B.C.IAbrar~ baseball's AL East race. starter Mike Paxton with face and again the chain- 
came through ny lat.e Reading Commission tapm New York Yankees, who the basesloaded and two out pion showed whyhe takes a 
husband, who due to .h~." books weresuppliedtoour elinched at least a tie for the in the fifth after Toronto had punch as well as any 
diabetic condition lost .his library and .I..was very division crown Wednesday tied the score. • . heavyweight in history. Then, in the 14th, Shavers, 
sight. So suddenly he nau no thanldul for this. Then night had another n;~ht Stanley faced only 13 keeping the pressure on, 
job, ill health and four through the C.anadianBible g~n~e with Clevel~'ncl batters after replacing walked through Ali's jobs 
children.to raise. Th~.ose _sec!ety I rec.~eve~ t.ne New scheduled Thursday. Paxton. The young right- and pounded a smashing 
were oarz aa ~:venmauy Teslmenc on tapes also we Ri~,~ milieu! th~ R~d Sn~ ys. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  hander walked two but both we settled our family at give thanks for this 2 " v ting L ~  . . . . .  t . . . from a -0 deficit b~bel~o runners were wiped out in 
White RocK, aria mrouga matenat. . . . a homer after Rick Burleson double plays. 
the Canadian Institue for the In April I was canea m • had smgled and Ted Cox 
Blind and the White, Rock Vancouver for a Corneal doubled to start the Boston Coxl~,dthe Red Sox with a 
Lions Club, we were given transplant a my name after fourth Rice's homer to the double and two singles. 
man lifts ale the way of montl~ waiting had come ht nf tha .q~ fnnt mnrk in Carlton Fish chipped in with y ng _ " . . . . . . . . . .  he dR . . . . . . . . . .  - ,w  . . . . . . . .  Churches too, hel in so to me top ot me ,s t  a¢ ¢ ~,T,.~o,h.e ~, ,  hi,, ~a twO singles. 
manyways. Butat ~ time Eye Ban~. Now the world is ~o'~d'~as-es fo r'ti~e y '~,  th-e 
I want particularly to think so bright and beautiful, no most by an American The Red Sex added two 
of the C.N.I.B. .andthe work morel oo.kin~thronghahaanZ ~ League " slugger since insurance runs while 
of the Lions m regara m at ~eas~ m me one eye Miekev Mantle had the 'shelling Garvin In the 
helping in the field of sight. .seem the transplant will be same ~umber in 19~6 eighth. Cox led off with a single and, after Rice flied ' ~'~/" First of all, we were so oone in the other eye T ~ blast off ~;~,~,,t,, ) .:'. 
' - . . . . . .  out, Rick Miller got a pop 
~fr~e~c~a~ e e Omur~hye~e~! s °l e~: ~~!~thb~eeegi~on~L°t°bh' ~ ~ ~ ' ~ t !  double to shallow right- ~'t" centr . Fisk gr unded a "  
r single to left, and Jerry ~': 
chanffered the blind to their the Downtown Lions Club Toronto reined to tie the Johnson replaced Johnson. ib~ . It . ..w."~.---. ~ .-- . ,  . . . . . . .  Johnson walked George White Cane Club meet ing spearheaded by Af Perschke cu, m,n .q .q in fha fifth .h. t  tha 
the men co.ul~'t get away (Al's Shoes). ,Now is the Red sex eame right hack for Scott and Fred Lynn, for- 
from their nusmesses men time tothin k what ages twe deeidin~ runs Butch cing in Boston's seventh 
their faitMm wtves were seeing mean to me'. Does it ~ • run. 
of s ht 
 a  
~t~n- 
Sox c] .ng 
to life 
right to the jaw with 30 
seconds to go, then sent All 
reeling into the ropes with 
another blasting right 15 
seconds later. 
It set up the finish that had 
a Garden crowd of 14,613 
roaring throughout the final 
three minutes. 
Shavers, very tired but 
seemingly aware that he 
was losing, went all out. He 
landed a good right early 
and another solid right with 
1:45 left in the 15th round. 
Then, after All flurried to 
the head, Shavers hot home 
a good right and a hook. 
Ali also was dead-tired, 
but not about o let Shavers 
take control. " 
With the clock t ie~g off 
the final minute, Ali landed 
a halfdozen punches to the 
head, being especially ef- 
fectiuve with the left hook, 
and Shavers appeared 
ready to topple. 
Suddenly the challenger 
whipped home a right to the 
jaw thatbacked All off, the 
champion's eyes glazing. 
Shavers stumbled after 
him-- but All came back 
with about a dozen nnan- 
swerod head punches that 
almost put Shavers away. 
The bell rang, however, 
and saved him. 
It was Ali's 19th suc- 
cessful title defence, for 
which he got $3 million. He 
ended up earning every 
penny. Shavers got $300,-000 
and the satisfaction of at 
least proving to his 
detractors that he could 
take a punch--although 
Ali's right hand isn't much 
any mere--and that he could 
last the distance. 
All, who now has won 21 of 
22 championship fights, has 
a 55-2 record. Shavers, who 
finally got his big chance 
after fighting as a pro for 
nine years, now has a 54-6-1 
record. 
there to take over. They 
took them bowling playing 
the games along with them, 
took then for different ex- 
cursions. For our family~ 
they came as a group and 
roto'tilled and prepared our 
garden.install~ electrics 
lights and last, but not least, 
our banker was a Lion and 
our guide and eounceller in 
so many ways. Far beyond 
his duty as manager. The 
love andcaneeni ofthe lions 
Club have lighten the way 
for many who ll~e in 
darkness and for maw who 
through their eyes banks are 
now able to see. 
mean enough that I an 
willing to give to help those 
who can't see. 
By g iv ing to the C.N.I.B. 
you w]il enabel them to give 
the blind anew lease of life. 
Remeber too and support 
the lions Club in thier 
~ rojects through them eye anks are operated. 
Glasses are supplied tothe 
needy and many other 
projects. Eye donations are 
urgently n~l.ed. Perhaps 
the willing ot your eyes 
might mean that someone 
else will be able to say, 'SEE 
YOU LATER' and will 
really SEE. 
The spice bosil got its name from the Greeks who called it 
basilikon, signifying royalty, 
Address  
P lease send me__ . _ . .£op les  of "Roots"  
by Alex Naley. 
Send $14.50 & Postage .45 $14.95 
• o GENERAL NOP  
32 lO KALUM ST., TE_RI~.~CF~B_,~.~ _ , ___  ~ - : - z - : - : - : - :  
earned them with all those 
"My job isn't done ~et," 
he said. "We are one-third of 
the way there. I've got to 
come back and work some 
more tomorrow." 
McCOLL 
REAL ESTATE SERVICES 
A . J .  McCOLL  (Notary  Pub l i c )  
635-613 ! 323~-A KALUM STREET 
HOMES WITH SWIMMING POOLS 
Beautifully developed acre on I ~  
Skeena Street. Comfortable I Unusual home on Bench In 
famllyhome. Swimming pool, excellent neighborhood. 
and saunas. Owners anxious Suitable for couple with room, 
to sell and open to reasonable for development. Reduced to 
offers. ' $40,000 for quick sale. 
COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE OLD LAKELSE RD. 
Small rural trailer court on five acres of land. 6 existing 
stalls with plenty of room for expanslon on lightly treed 
property. Includes ooe moblle home with addition. Low 
vacancy rate. 
LARGE BUILDING LOT ON MCDEEK AVE. 
Approximately o~ of an acre could possibly be subdivided to 
make 2 lots. Sewer and water available. Asking S11,000.00. 
3 bedroom home wlth full 
basement used as revenue. 
Good sized fenced lot In low 
tax area. Within walking 
distance of downtown. Ap. 
polntment o view. 
Bonnie Shaw 
Bud McColl 
Attractive "A'; frame In quiet 
rural-residential area. Stove 
and frldge Included. 3 
bedrooms. Separate garage 
with cement floor. Asking 
. - . - - . .  $ 2 S , 0 0 0 . 0 0 ~  




~,~i~! .  !.~,'/- i . . . . . . . .  ~<'~ ,~:i.:. :~ ~ , .. . 
:. d~ 
Terrace |quipment Sale Itd, 
~,. , . ,~ 
4639 Groig Ave, 635-63M 
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World's richest horse 
race announces tarters 
PARIS (Reuter) -- A 
provisional line-up of 21 
starters for the Prix de rare 
de Triomp~, the. world's 
richest hone race, emerged 
Thursday followi~ the 
withdrawal of Buckskin and 
eight other horses from Sun- 
day's Longchamp event, 
Most trainers expected 
Thursday's list to be vir- 
tually unchanged on Sun- 
day, though further with- 
-drawals are still possible. 
Tbe line-up includes 
Queen Elizabeth's three. 
ear.-old filly Dunfermline, 
aron Guy de Rothechild's 
colt Crystal Palace, Irish- 
trained Alleged, owned by 
Isle of Man millionaire 
Robert Sangster, and Daniel 
Wildenstein's four-year-old 
Crow. 
Dunfermline will be 
ridden by top British jockey 
Willie Carson, who picked 
up a seven.day suspension 
at Newmarket Wednesday 
for "reckless and improper 
riding." The suspensio~ 
does not start until Oct. 7. 
British big-race specialist 
Lester Piggott rides 
Alleged, on whom he 
finished second in this 
~ ar's Doncaster St. Leger hind Dunfermline. 
TodaT's withdrawal of 
Buckskin and the three- 
year-old Piaco leaves Crow 
as Wildenstein's only runner 
in the 1½mile event which 
carries a purse of 1.2 million 
francs ($240,000). 
Other strong challengers 
include Jacques Wer- 
theimer's Carwhite, winner 
earlier this month of the 
Prix du Prince d'Orange at 
Longchamp, the 1976 Irish 
Derby winner Malacate and 
Fabuleux Jane. 
Odds on weekend 
Sweepstakes race 
LONDON (Reuter) -- Following are the entries and'the 
early bering odds for Saturday s Irish Sweeps Cam- 
bridgeshire Handicap at Newmarket: 
rA~ril, 7 to 2; Betsy Ross, 12 to 1; The Hertford, 14 to 1; As- 
tar oy and Prince Gabriel, 16 to 1; Poachers Moon, Silver 
Steel and Yamadori, 20 to 1; Accelerate, Baronet, Bands- 
hire, Charta Peari, Fair Season, Fear 'Naught, Pembi 
Chase, Sin Timon add Windy Sea, 25 to 1; Bootlaces, 33 to I; 
Andy Rew, Lily Langry, St. Petersburg and Topling, 33 to I; 
Carriage Way, Finite, Heronry and Jermaric, 40 to I; Level 
Par and Balldon, 50 to 1; Mr. Nice Guy, Noble Venture and 
Mr.Music Man, 66 to 1. 
Cross-Canada ski 
meets this winter 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
Canadian Ski Association 
has announced a national 
amateur freestyle skiing 
competition to begin this 
winter. 
A series of six meets will 
be staged across Canada 
leading to team finals at 
Georgian Peaks in the 
Collingwood area of Ontario 
March 16-18. 
CSA president Dr. George 
Grean says the series "is de- 
signed to involve and en- 
courage a large dumber of 
participants as well as 
aiding the development of 
fl~eestyle ~ in Canada." 
The ultimate aim is to set 
up a national freestyle 
team. 
The series.opena Jan. 7 at 
Steneham, Qu, e., and con- 
tinues Jan. I&L~ at Belle 
Neige in  the Laurentians;, 
Jan. 21,22 at ~.aig.leath, 
nea_r_ Collingwood: Feb. 4-5 
at S-pfi-nghill near Winnipeg; 
Feb. 11-12 at Silver Star, 
Vernon, B.C.; and Feb. 16-19 
at Mont Norquay, Banff, 
Alta. 
The series is sponsored by 
Radio Shack. 
Pontiac ski 
series in B.C. 
VERNON, B,C. (CP)-- 
The final Pontiac Cup ski. 
meet for'  the natmnal 
championship will be held in 
March, 1978, at Silverstar 
Mountain near this southern 
Interior city, race officials 
announced Wednesday. 
Top point-getters from the 
eastern and western series 
will be invited to participate 
for the Canadian title in 
men's and women's 
divisions. 
Race officials said that 
about 100 skiers likely would 
take part. Skiers competing 
on the Pontiac Cup circuit 
are those who have not 
previously competed at the 
national level. 
The 1977 final was held at 
Mt. Sutton, Que. 
Sflverstar was one of the 
few British Columbia 
courses which had good 
snow conditions last season. 
Canada beats Japan in ..... 
,field hockey series 
ROME • .(.,( P.>, .--: Canada 
defea(~.Jj~| a.p:!2-~ t~d~/y in
an In terco~tfiter)tal C~p 
field i~ck. ~ ~B...'~e~ mi- 
final ~nd'~w~. l:i)l~a~'I~l~ on 
Fridayltb ~t  de .~ place m 
the 12-Co~lr'y:World Cup 
qualification :. tournament. 
If Canadadefeats I aly it 
will have a good chance of 
being one of the 12 teams to 
qualify for the World Cup captain Alan Hobkirk of 
competition i Buenos Aires Vancouver. Japan tied the 
next March• score early in the second 
half and several minutes The top four finishers 
he~e-- Ireland, Belgium, later Fred Haas of Calgary 
Poland and the Soviet scored thewinning oal off a 
Un ion- -a l ready  have penalty stroke. The stroke 
was awarded after a qualified, 
• Canada took a .I-0 lead in.. ;lapanese backfield player 
the first half on a penalty kicked the bali to prevent a
sh'ort corner by team sure goal. 
Brit beats recovering 
Goolagong to win classic 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, 
S.C.  (AP)  - -Br i ta in ' s  
Virginia Wade outlasted 
Evorme Goolagong 6-4, 6-7, 
6-3 Thursday to capture the 
women's ingles title of the 
World Invitational Tennis 
Classic. 
The Wimbledon champion 
had a struggle before 
winning the 2½-hour match 
over a surprisingly agile 
Goclagong. 
Despite the loss, 
Goolagong was not subdued. 
"After all, I was playing the 
world's No. 2 player. To win 
a set off her at this stage of 
my comeback was ex- 
cellent, I think," she 'said. 
Goolagong, after having a 
baby last April, returned to 
tournament singles com- 
petition a month ago in 
Toronto, losing her first- 
round match in the Ca- 
nadian Open. 
Wade took advantage of 
her opponent's one evident 
wealmess--lack of power. 
She took the net at every 
opportunity and scored 
crucial winning points with 
touch volleys and hard 
overheads. 
In men's doubles finals, 
Roscoe Tanner and 
Sweden's Bjorn Borg 
defeated Australian John 
Newcombe and Vitas 
Gerulaitis 7-6, 4-6, 6-4. 
The $220,000 tournament, 
layed on a point system 
th four men and four 
women profess iona ls  
competing !n singles, 
Butler leads 
in Brit masters 
WORKSOP, England~ 
(AP) -- Peter Butler, 45, of 
Britain birdied three holes 
in a row on the way to a two- 
under.par 69 that gave him a 
three-stroke l ad following 
Thursday's second round of 
the $70,000 British Masters 
golf tournament. 
Butler had a 36-hole total 
of 139, three under par for 
two trips over the wind- 
swept 6,628-yard Lindrick 
GolfQub course. 
AustralianGraham 
Marsh, winner of the 
Heritage Classic in the 
United States earlier this 
season, was alone in second 
after a 72 and a 142 total. 
Manuel Pinero of Spain was 
next at 73---143. 
Veterans Guy Hunt and 
Neil Coles of Britain were 
tied at 144. Hunt shot. 70, 
Coles 72. 
Brian Barnes of Scotland, 
who led the first round with 
a 68, had a 78 for a 146 total. 
American national 
champion Hubert Green had 
a 73 for a 148 total. 
doubles and mixed doubles, 
ends Friday. 
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Oonny and Marie Washington 
Danny and Made Week 
"O~-'~ and--Marie Wall Street 
Danny and Marie Week 
The Rockford N~slerplece 
Flies Theatre 




QuIncy , Forstye 
QuIncy Saga 
Black 




The Late Show 
"Once~ihd 
E_a~e" 
Parts S & 9 
.Pars_de George TBA 
Parade George TBA 
Peanuts and .Wide World Rebop 
Popcorn Of Sports Rebop 
Peanuts ano CFL Football Black Experience 
Popcorn ~ Black E-xper--I~'~Ee 
Peanuts and ]~dklmos Black Experience 
Popcorn vs Cant 
C._lrc:_le. Square OHawa Rough TBA 
__Circle S_g.uare Riders • TBA 
Saturday Matinee at.. Guppies to 
"Name o--f" I-eq~wne Park Groupers 
Tha Game" In Cons. Survival 
Cant OKawa Kit 
~ot  G~ LIIlaS, Yoga 
Cnnt Cant and You 
Internaflm~al The I~_eeder.s Crockett's 
_S.take Garden 
CO~. Wide World French ' 
Conf of Sports Chef 
I I  

















10a.m. to 5p.m. 
FEATURING THIS WEEK 
Steam Gleaners... 
RENTALS 
$16.00 - 9 a,m. - 6 p,m. or 6 p.m,- 9 a,m. 
(gleaner optional) 
WEEKENDS $30.00 Sat. 6:30 p.m. -Tues. 9 a.i 
(share it with your friends) 
  GORDON & ANDERSON ( 635-6576 _____ LTD, 4606 UiZELLE AVE. 
Store,Hours: Tues, to Sat, 9 a.m, to 6:30 p,m. Friday 9 a,m. to.9 p.m. 
/ 




BOSTON (AP) - -  The 
American Hockey League 
board of governor~ voted 
Thursday to allow 
Philadelphia Firebirds to 
join the league. 
The vote swells the AHL's 
ranks to nine teams, and 
will force revision of the 
playing schedules. 
AHL president Jack But- 
torfleld said the Firebirds 
application was 
unanimously approved by 
the eight-memb~er board ~f 
governors in a telephone 
poll. The board is made up 
of one representative from 




By. Kathy McLeod 
I • 
Bowling m well underway 
and looks like all leagues 
have all reported. Will also 
start a weekly report on 
Y.B.C. 
Team leaders inMonday 
Mens League are Cedarland 
with 10 points followed by 
Shell with 9 and Terrace 
Intematiunal with 7 paints. 
Team high single and high 
triple went to Cederland 
with a 3341 triple and 1218 
single. Ron Evans rolled a 
799 and 356 taking the men's 
highs. 
Tuesday Coffee League 
seeen Annette Pelletier 
The Firebirds had been rolling a triple of 717 and 
part of the defunct North single of 315 for the days 
American Hockey ~ League, High-Donkey five took both 
which announced its demise team highs. Tolling a 2998 
Saturday. The NAHL triple and and 1093 single. 
operated with six teams last Goofers lead the league with Hopefuls had a 1017 single. 
• 12 points and Siliy Larks and Richard McDaniels had 
Five Rollers are tied for 
and single of 995. Silhouttes 
and Good Sports lead with 19 
points followed by Jades and 
Team 3 with 14. 
Strike City Rollers and 
Seasame Street both have 17 
points THURSDAY MIXED. 
Following them are the 
Krack Pots with 16 points. 
Gary Al~er walked off with 
Men's High with a 810 triple 
and 320 stogie. Helen Bush 
rolled a triple of 689 and 
single of 285 for the ladies 
high. Team highs went .to 
the Krack Pots with a triple 
of 3155 and a 1098 single. 
Friday mixed has as it 
falls sporting 21 points for 
the lead followed by Funny 
Five with 17 and Overwaitea 
with 15 points• funny Five 
took team high three with a 
total of 2914 while the 
THE 
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Saturday,0otober. 1 6p.m. to midnight 
season. 
men's high triple ot 659 • Canucks second with 9 points each.Topteams ~uesdaynite while Jim Jarvis rolled a 251 O+:  
mixed are G.Haugland C ;~ 
Trucking and No Names drop fo with 19 points followed by U i~  u r me Ding Bats with 16. Team 
high three went to the Old m~ 




single. Elaine Osborne had 
the ladies highs with a 727 
triple and 336 single. 
Golden Age League has 
the Rubby Duby with 10 
points followed by Vikings. :oo 
with 9, Gonney Birds, 7, and 
Who Dog ..with 2 ][~..ints. ." 
Vikings walxea OX W|m teanl. 1 45 
high with a triple of 20~8 and ' 
single of 717. Men's high 
went o Chris Odin with a 495 
• and 181. Winnie Tozer took 
ladies high triple with a 520 
total while Pearl Normandy 
had a 193 single• 
Y.B.C. Bowling is going 
+ +o+_..e i t - -  
the Seniors report. Top 
Teams ar Purple People 
Eaters with 10 points 
followed by Goofs9, Head 
Pins and Aces 7. Girls high 
single went to Brenda 
Borden with a 286 she also 
Four players were sheared 
from the Vancouver 
Canucks' roster Wednesday 
by coach Orland Kur- 
tonhach. 
Rookie goaltender 
Murray: Bannerman, left 
winger Glen Richsrdson and 
centres Rob Tudor and 
Ralph Stewart were sent to 
Tulsa of the Central League, 
a farm team which Van- 
couver shares with Atlanta 
Flames. 
They also took team high 
single with 13~0. Men's 
highw were split as George 
Huagland rolled a 848 triple 
while Lloyd Kerr had a 
sinlge of 316. ladies high 
triple was 748 rolled by Nora 
I-laugland with Pat Prest 
taking the single with a 323. 
Wednesday MATINEE 
HAS THE Coffee Slurpers in 
• front with 15 points followed 
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Eilvs In Concert 
Elvls In Concert 
Eilv In concert 
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Evening at Pops 
Evening at Pops 
Evening at Pops 






9 KIRO ' 
(CBS) 
webs and Gutter Tramps 
both with 13 points. Irene 
Wolfe rolled a 668 triple and Golfers "single for the days high. 
Coffee lupers took team 
highs with a single of 951 and make triple of 2877. 
Judy, Axew was in fine 
form On Wednesday Nite 
d ~L J . - -e - -  Ladies as,she rolled a 836 
triple and 315 single• Road 
Rtumers took both team 
high by rolling a tiple of 2824 
TORONTO. i(CP) :~:iThe.~  '," ./;; ~:i ' ...... " ' ;  
Can'ad~'n~:~'P'6i 'e"~l i6"iml~ " . . . . . . .  : "G '~t  to w o r k  Golfers v Ks:~ bC i~ t'lbz~" "[~'a-g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
made a deal that may .Y 
~ ovide it with its own orlda golf course as a 
winter training site. 
It has reached an 
agreement with the Toronto 
owners of the Royal Oak 
club at Titusville south of 
Daytona Beach to promote 
the sale of real estate lots 
around the course• 
If 85 her cent of the lots 
are sol~t by November of 
next year I the $3-million 
course will become CPGA 
property debt free. 
Until the required' per- 
centage is reached the club 
• will be operated jointly by 
the CPGA and the owners, 
Bert Turcotte, Dusty Mikias 
and Ed Parkin. The three 
men are ~dmarily involved 
in promoting sale of the land 
around the course• 
took high triple with a 666. 
Randy Durand took boys 
highs with a 243 sinlge and 
666 triple. 
Sa~rs are stjU needed in 
most leagues o is you want 
to bowl phone the Bowling 
Alley at 635-5911. 
players told 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
The National Football 
League's grievance com- 
mittee ruled Thursday that 
New England offensive 
linemen John Hannah and 
Leon Gray have binding, le- 
gal contracts and said they 
should report by next 
Tuesday Or bef placed on the 
retired list. 
The player-club relations 
committee also ordered the 
Patriots not to assess fiines 
against the players for 
leaving the team before the 
regular season began. 
Hannah claimed he was 
promised 10 per cent over 
his regular-season salary, 
estimated at $70,000, toplay 
in preseason games, urey 
contended he had been 
promised renegotiation of 
his contract if he ever 
became an all-pro. 
Both were all-pro players 
last year, and both came 
away from the Pro Bowl in 
Seattle believing they were 
underpaid in relation to the 
salaries received by other 
all-stor offensive linemen. 
The grievance was filed 
by the NFL Management 
Council, the owners' 
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lp,m, to midnight[} I, 
Terry Washington 
Winters .Week 
Star . Wall 
Trek Street Week 
Star Auto• of a Princess 
Trek Auto of a Princess 
Sunday Theatre Auto of a Princess 
"The Keegans" Auto of a Princess 
m l ~ m m m  
Cant Great Performances 
Cant 'Barber of Seville" 
Cant Cant 
Cant Cant 




Untamed Frontier Cant 
Untamed Fern Cant 
Capital ' 'German 
Comment Soccer 
m m  m m m  
News • Hour Cant 
News Hour Cant 
News Hour Mahier's Symphony 
News Hour Mahler's Symphony 
Hardy B o y ~  I C A ~ ~  
Hardy Boys I Last King Hardy Boys . . , ,v ~ . .  IAmerlca's Lest King 
16  Million Dollar MaqEvenlng at Symphony 
16 Million Dollar ManJEvening at Symphony 
I6 Million Dollar ManJEvenlng at Symphony 
..L~ Million Dollar M a ~  S _ _ Y M P H O ~  
I r-olak I Mast~'plece 1 ~  
IKol ek I Theatre 
IKol ak i "Dickmls o fdon ,~. l l  
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PAGEiI, THE HERALD, Friday, September 30, 1977 
• . . . . .  The Quebec debate 
Keep away, economists Lawyers will challenge 
warn U.S. businessmen at Queen's visit French language act 
QUEBEC (CP) -  An in- The rel~rt says "outright financial resources to the - - . - -  MONTREAL (CP)--Five court casesinFrenchunless e tablished under the act 
flue•ties American research civil war over Quebec province. Montreal awyers say they all parties agree to use and in any courts of Quebec. 
institute has advised its separatism seems very The document says that QUEBEC (CP) --  Ottawa is not amused by the will challenge in Quebec English. Judgments must he Blaikie said the Parti 
clients that "it is now unlikely, but federal action despite their desire for their political course charted by Quebec, and next month it Superior Court sections of written in French or else be Quebecois government must 
unrealistic to conduct to ensure Ottawa's control own country, most French- may he the Queen's tum not to be amused, the province's French issued with a French have known the language 
business ~as usual wherever over Quebec is conceivable Canadians are cautious However, Premier Rene Levesque appears to have language charter making translation which becomes legislation would be 
,, about expecting too much retained a sense, of humor about he affair. French the only official lan- the official text. challenged in court, but 
a Quebec connection is in- '"Although armed conflict from anybody, including Prime Minister Trudeau has invited the 10 volved." guage in Quebec ourts. Blaikie said the lawyers added, "You don't back 
SRI International, for- would be tragic, the their own leaders. 
merly The stanford document says, violence 
Research Institute, says in a could occur because so 
provincial premierstodinner with QueenElizabethat Peter Blaikie, one of the are basing their case on away from a provocation 
"Skept ic i sm abou the prime minister's Harrington Lake summer eot- five, said Wednesday the Section 133 of the BNA Act just because you know 
possible success places the sage Oct. 16. group will start the which says that French and you're being provoked." 
recent copyright report on much is believed to be at burden for the outcome of Pressed by a British journalist Thursday to say challenge today or Friday .EngliSh can be used in Goldstein said he had 
Quebec Separatism, that stake. Quebec's future on the whether he plans a trip te Great Britain or whether he and willargue that terms of debates in the federal actively campaigned tc 
business circumstances are SEES LONG DISPUTE quality of leadership ro- is interested in presenting his case for Quebec in- the legislation are contrary Parliament and the Quehee persuade the Ontario 
being affected by the un- Waters, who has been in vided and the actual dependence to the British people, Levesque lightly to the British North national assemhly and in the government to grant a trial 
certainty in the province the United States incethe economic feasibility of a told•news conference: America Act. records and journals of both in French to Quebec bust- 
and its effects on the rest of 1950s, ays that in the long separated Quebec." "If I get a chance, I'll present it during a dinner Blaikie and lawyers legislative bodies, nessman Gerard Filion, who 
Canada. run a negotiated settlement In this context, the we're going to have--supposing anyone isinterested-- Roland Durand and Yoine The section also says has heen charged in Ontario 
The 15-page report was is almost certain but it will document says Montreal is pretty soon at Mr. Trudeau's summer cottage." Goldstein will " act as either French or English in connection with federal 
distributed to members of probably not be permanent, the key to success in the [ The comment prompted a glaring front-page plaintiffs, while Rob•r! may be used in any court dredging contracts'. 
the Quebec national Such a settlement with referendum on separation. . headline in at least one Toronto newspaper, a corn- Litvak and Donald Johnson mmWm••Uaninnmiminiala|mei|amWamB••ielmm 
assembly press gallery by Quebec could involve dis- If the economy remains ment from Prime Minister Trudeau's office that this will plead the case. The 
the office of Premier Rene memherment of the CBC to prosperous in Quehec's "certainly wasn't what was expected," and a lawyers ay their case will .m SKEENA NEW DEM00RAT|0  PARTY .m 
Levesque Thursday at the provide Quebec with a metropolis, voters may opt statement from Buckingham Palace that he Queen is not affect sections of the law • • 
request of journalists, govemmentowned for independence, i aware of Quebec's political situation but there will be dealing with education, .m .. 
The document by ex- broadcasting system, ac- Waters says the effect of [ no comment on Levesque's words, business and public ad- u. FEDERAL NOMI l iM ION .. 
patriate Canadian William ceptance of French as the pQ government policies on [ The premier was not available to comment on the ministration. ~ Saturday October 1st, 1977 | 
Waters, a senior marketing only official language in Montreal will not become %reaction to his little joke. The language 'legislation 
consultant with a division of Quebec andmore transfer of apparent until 1979 or 1980. ~ states that companies or .m 2-'30 p,m, 
corporations must plead m m 
NAIROBI, Kenya (CP) -  m THORliHILL COMMUNITY HALL ," 
President Idi Amin of mB " TERRAOE : 
SRI, says that "at this t ime,  ~KL~J re  federal aide going to Quebec 
the rest of Canada is still 'a 
long shot'" Uganda has ~ccused some 
But he adds: "French " army ofhcers of 
Canada is headed towards MONTREAL (CP) - -  An to determine whether a more in Quebec during that through diverse policies and "'xs" | Followed By | some form of greater self- economic research institute province is getting its period than it leviea ta e .  that foster to a greater era collaborating with civilians • • 
determination." says there are indications of money's worth from federal BENEFITS INCREASE lesser degree the in- to topple his military 
Levesque mentioned the a defmite trend for Quebec taxation, "fails to show that And it is mainly by using tegration of the constituant regime. Radio Uganda said . 
report last weekend when to derive increasing benefits Quebec benefited sig- the cash-flow approach on parts of the system," the Amin warned he would DINNER - DANOE 
talking to reporters about from federal budgets, nificantly from federal fewer estimates that the report said. "wipe out thofe ganging up" s | 
foreign attitudes to his In its first Accent Quebec budgetary redistributior C.D. Howe economists DIFFICULTCOM- nott°°verthr°whim'buthedididentify theplotters, i 0ooktaill 6:30 JDinner 7:30 | 
government and especially report, the C.D. Howe even when equalization arrived at the conclusion PARISON i 
foreign press reports. He Research Institute says this payments are taken into that there is a trend in the Another stumbling block HONG KONG (CP) -- ! 
described it as "corn- trend has accelerated since consideration." 1970s for Quebec to derive is the difficulty in making a Teng Hsiao-ping, the newly Guest Speaker - Stu Leggatt MP 
prehensive." the 1973 oil crisis and the The cash-flow approach, increasing benefits, comparison between the restored deputy prime • . . • 
substantial federal sub. designed to determine However, both accounting federal system and other minister of China, was . Dancing to the music Of' g. 
TORONTO TO GROW sidles that arose from it. whether the activity of the methods are corn- possible systems in terms of cheered when he made his • . • first public appearance ata . Jim Pipers Road Runners | Among the economic But it concludes that federal government causes plementary asthey attempt opportunity costs, the report soccer tournament in 
effects of continued political Quebec did not benefit from funds to move into or out of a to answer different added. ! i 
uncertainty cited by the confederation i  the 1960s. province, does not "support q u e s t i o n s . l The opportunity cost is the Peking. Teng was restored Tickets sl 0" each 
report is a slowdown of The benefits approach, an the contention that the found they yielded the same cost of what one gives up by July 22 at a meeting of the 
economic growth across accounting meth~l designed federal government spent results when accounting for choosing an alternative. In Communist Party's central .u Available from: Phone 635-7314, 632-7039 | 
Canada, particularly in about 55 per cent of the the example of a worker committee andreinstatedto 
Quebec, and continued f -  ~ federal budget, who quits his job to go back all his political posts, limmuummwaimmmmmmmimmmalaimmimismmim•mmm| 
to school, the salary he has 
growth of Toronto as the, More  uf ue 'ecer8 "But they can produce most important business startling differences when ' given up is the opportunity 
centre in Canada. applied to government cost andshould be added to 
expenditures other than the other costs of going to 
transfers." "Theeconoa'lyofQuehec learning French will experience difficulties, The reprot -- called "Why The three most recent at- 
due to the migration oz Do the Balances Differ on tempts were made by 
businesses and people not Federal Receipts and Ex- Rodri  g ue Tre m blw 
tied to Quebec," the report MONTREAL (CP) -- The number of English- penditures in Quebec?" -- Quebec's industry and 
sayq. The brunt will be speaking Montrealers .registered in French courses 
ts l~  by Montreal, it says, this fall has increased over Jest year, a survey of comes after attempts by commerce minister, Darcy , :: 
• language-teaching institutions hows, seven differentto analyseg°Vern'the Mc K e o s , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, __ ' where a general economm - -  merits .treasurer, and Donald ! 
decline can be expected. - The Protestant Scho01 B~oard of Greater Montreal, situation. Macdonald, when he was the i APPROXIMATELY 1700 SQ. FT. of rambling type living on 1 acre. Affractlve kitchen with B • bar & stools, red brick decor on wall, nlce large living room overlooks large landscaped • 
On the positive side, the Vanier College and McGiii University reported in- Four of the attempts, federal finance minister. All property. Excellent property for horse, GOOD FAMILY HOME in a quiet area. ASKING • 
report concludes that in- ceases this week ranging from 13 to 30 per cent. which goback to 1964, were were done this year. PRICE  SEE,000.0,,0., • 
vestment capital for the Concordia University also said enrolment in French made by Quebec govern- Tremblay contended that - - - -  
James Bay hydroelectric was up but gave no figures, ments, two by federal B t~/~L  ~ 
project will be "obtainable" There are 20 per cent more students registered in governments and one by the between 1961-1975, the ~ • federal government had _=_ . . . . .  • 
and there may be labor French at Dawson College, one of the city's largest current Ontario govern- levied a surplus of $4.3 " i .... !*i l i  • 
stability in Quebec because junior colleges. In addition, Dawson reported the ment. • 
of union support for sepa- number of people taking the college's courses at their But the report finds these billion from Quebec, while u Macdonald said ad- : ' : :.~ " 1.72 ACRES AT GOSSON CR. I  
raUsm, place of work has tripled, attempts cannot be justments to the figures SUED., Two bedrooms, clean •
"Bill 101 (Quebec'slanguage legislation) has had a regarded as even tentative covering 191-1974 gives a and cozy Level acreage, i 
Officials of the institute in definite ffect in substantially increasing the number provincial balance sheets of surplus of $1.7 billion to . mostly freed. ASKING ONLY • 
Menlo Park, Cal., said there of English•peaking students wanting to learn Fren- Canadian federalism. Quebec. . . . .  : s2s,ooo.oo. • 
has been extraordinary ch," one college official said. "Confederation cannot be ~ SECLUDED- i:09 ACRES 
the 400 clients of the Commission said the increase has been felt most budgetary question, since it greta's steering committee • what you are looking for-this munlty College with large : 
involves a whole structure Business Intel l igence strongly in the city's westend, where most of the is Michel Belanger, • is it. Three bedrooms, white split level residence. Five E 
Program, and especially region's 800,000 English-speaking residents live. of rules and expectations president of the Provincial a brick fireplace, Sx42 sundeck bedrooms, very ap- 
Canadian corporate clients. ~ _~, that are implemented Bank of Canada. •• andW'patl°masterdO°rsBdm,Off dining2 full baths,teem peallngstools, dlnlngkltchenroom,Withspaciousbar TRmUeI.:nA a G~yO?anBdUYaAe~(~zYall 
• wou ld  leave  •fullbasement. large rec room ,,vingroom. melelfireplace, i More  than one mi l l i on  " InThornhlli. Thlshousehas3 l with patio doors leading to gas heating. LOTS OF • • t • • concrete patio under sundeck, LANDSCAPING with barn bedrooms upstairs, In the 
• root cellar under carport. Call and fence. REDUCED IN basement, a bath and laundry• 
• . . . . . . . . . .  . v  An ,~.,~e T^ .=c ^ aa~n and room, In lawn and oarden. • 
MONTREAL (CP) A 1,924 persons, were In Ontario and the ,IMPLICATIONSFORALL' "One in three Candians -- " " simply are at a loss to know 
survey by Southam Press published today in the Atlantic provinces, one in 20 The figures also suggest what the government would 
Ltd., in which The Toronto Montreal Gazette as part of of those questioned said he "that the unity debate has ask or should ask, while 
Star participated, says a series, would move, the survey hardly begun and has a another one in 10 feels that 
more than one million found, while in British people would leave Quebec If Quebec separated, 18 Columbia, one in 14 was of great deal of developing to no demands should be made 
ff the province separated per cent of the Quebec the same mind. Butonlyone do," he said. "On a large of Quebec by the federal 
from the rest of Canada. population-- or more than a in 33 on the l)rairies would scale, the effect and con- government." sequences can have ira- ' t= ~ 
Th'e survey, conducted by million residents--would be co~ider movmg, plications for all Canadians, ~ = ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ,~===~======~t=====~===~ 
more committed tobuilding and it is apparent that they ,4~ '~  Goldfarb Consultants Ltd. of • O • ~Ib Toronto, also says up to a new future elsewhere, the Soc io log is t  Mar t i  have not yet been clearly [~ 
survey found. In other parts Goldfarb said the data from thought through." 
750,000 people in other of the country, five I~.r cent the survey suggest "that he ~ o 
provinces would leave the of those asked sald they separation of Quebec will Goldfarb added that two ' ] [ r r~ 
country, would be more committed to mean the demise of the in five Canadians appear to 
Results of the survey, getting out of Canada than current political system as have given very littTd: ~ ~ ~ 
based on interviews with in staying put. weknow it today." thought to. the situatio~.~  . ~ ~ ~  ~1~)~ 1] 
'Black book' to make case ; )9 '  
QUEBEC (CP) -- All viting Andre Ouellet' °f pr°vincial Jurisdicti°n suspici°us°f ther°le played [ " 1 
Quebec municipalities will federal minister of urban under the constitution, by Gilles Lamontagne, the 
soon he getting a copy of a. affairs, to address the con- Levesque and three of his mayor of Quebec City who '~ 
"black book" listing federal vention and told Levesque of ministers pulled out of the was president of the I BAVARIAN INN 
intrusion in the provincially- this only three weeks ago. convention this week at the municipalities' union until 
controlled field of municipal Rejecting any federal role last minute, last spring and who still sits 
affairs, Premier Rene in municiva! affairs, a fiel~ Levesque also was on the executive. 
Levesque said Thursday. " ~' Tues. Oct. 4.Sat. @et 8 ] 
It will he the second major I FUN~ FUN , '" 
exhibit in the Parti B.u in  SOVV]ENI]m . 
Quebecois government's New S ess ' s  FUN from ? pm 2am 30 • 
trial of federalism. A STEIN with  Admiss ion  
publication last spring at- Not listed In our 
tempted to show that the 
revenuesPr°vinCeto thangiVesit receivesm°re , re  ,,GI Tel lhredor/, You'lldance&sing TRADITIoNALBA VARIAN 
ment.fr°m the federal govern- ted K a J J.T0UOTiV S. m..84 " I with accordianist OKTOBERFEaT 
Levesque announced the , ~ f ~ . ~ ~  1 
imminent publication of the VILLAGE MEATS- e38-116§ ~ FOODS 
"black book" at his weekly e .I TERRAGE OIL BURNER SERVICES- 635-4227 ED DY a  LIVE AND RECORDED MUSIC 
news conference he ex- . ~ D U R S T  ~fr ~ 1 plained why the government Free. for ONE month courtesy ofthe DALLY HERALD 
boycotted the annual con- JOIN US FOR 
vention of the Quebec Union ur  bU l ln l l l  phone 
He sa:dthe executive of listed for your customers Please Gall 836-6357 CONTEST ~ PR IZES THE F~ST] 
the union committed the Lt------~t-----~¢~===~====~------~c ~c ~¢ w ~¢ ~¢ ~¢ ~(' - 
"diplomatic error" of in- 
The Yukon figures it is only about 2,000. But a 
better able to handle a government  inqu i ry  
pipeline boom than Masks. repo_rt_ edthatthis figure was 
The prospect that a new too low. One study group 
multl-bilHon-doHur gasline predicted that the 
will be built in the north has population of WhJtehorse~_ 
aroused muehinterest inthe now about 15,000-- will 
United States, as well as increase between 6,000 end 
Canada. Here is an ,0~.  
American report on the 
YUkon reaction. 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The' Appeal and chief justice of unexpectedlyannounced his 
judge who investigated Air Ontario, replaces Mr. resignation in June. 
Canada mismanagement Justice Wilfred Judson who Chief Justice Estey was 
and the man who headed the reached the mandatory appointed by Ottawain 1975 
national airline at the time, retirement age of 75in July. to delve into charges ot 
both were named to the Yves Pratte, 52, Air dishonest dealings by  Air 
Supreme Court of Canada Canada chairman until 1975, Canada management. He 
Thursday. fills the vacancy created found that top management 
Willard Estey, 57-year-old when Mr. Justice Louis- was not dislien~',~ t  said 
head of the Ontario Court of Philippe de Grandpre, 60, the pubitcly-owned airline 
regard of the ordinary rules report8 ct Air Canada f~. 
vo~vement In s villa of business" in some con- As top man in the organ- °~"~" ~ mome~----t~ke~"|~'--'--~ 
t rovers ia l  f inanc i ,  ization, he was eonstdm'ed 
dealings, ultimately responsible for 
the controversial deals, little ironics that is boud to 
which the Estey report said hal) l~ from time to time," 
arose partly from poor sold MacKay when asked if 
internal communications, he thought it s~anJe that 
The report also said the two men will be ~ .. 
By ROBERT WELLER 
WHITEHORSE (AP) -- 
The sparsely-populated 
Yukon Territory is bracing 
for a population boom. 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
and President Carter 
agreed earlier this month 
route an American namrat 
gas pipeline through the 
territory to reach markets 
in the lower 48 states. 
The 48-inch pipeline will 
travel for more than 500 
miles through an area the 
size of California and 
Pennsylvania combined but 
with a population of only 
24,000. 
The $IO-biUion project is 
strongly supported by the 
territorial government, the 
Canadian tederal govern- 
mentandlocnl 
businessmen. They see it as 
a needed spur for the 
national and local 
economies. 
Flo Whyurd, former 
editor of the Whitehorse 
Star and now in charge of 
social agencies in the 
territory, expects the Yukon 
to be better able to handle 
the pipeline boom than 
Alaska, the territory's next- 
door neighbor, because 
"we've had the benefit of 
Alaska's experience." 
SHOULD HAVE IDEA 
Harry Nixon, commander 
of the RCMP in the 
territory, adds: "Enough 
Canadians have gone to 
Alaska to study pipeline 
im~ct that we better have a 
good idea what to expect." 
Opponents of the project, 
including the Council for 
Yukon and local en- 
v i ronmental is ts ,  say 
pipeline supporters are 
greedy. 
The Yukon Indians have 
said.¢onstrUctl~'iff, lt,~ line~ 
befo~ settlement of land • 
claims can be reached and 
implemented will destroy 
their culture and negate me 
value of the settlement. 
The Canadian govern- 
ment and the pipeline 
consortium have promised 
to hold off pipeline con- 
struetion until 1981 to permit 
settlement of the land claim 
by the Indians. Their re- 
quest for a delay of seven to 
10 years was rejected. 
However, local en- 
vironmentalists have been 
frustrated by their inability 
to generate the kind of 
large-scale environmental 
opposition that confronted 
the builders of the Alaska 
pipeline. 
GETS SUPPORT 
The Yukon route has 
drawn the support of some 
environmentalists as the 
least damaging of three 
proposed routes. Tha_t 
support largely stemmed 
from the belief that by 
following an established 
corridor-the Alaska High- 
way--enviroumental . 
damage would be ram- 
imized. Construction of the 
Alaska line required the 
building of a road through a 
previously roadlesa area. 
But Ren Veale, head of the 
Yukon Conse rva tlon 
Society, says that argume,~t 
is misleading. 
"That line is going to go 
anywhere from one inlle to 
five miles from the high- 
way. Once you get a mile 
from that road you are in 
wilderness in many areas." 
The business community 
already has decided to set 
up a system to coordinate 
the. ne~Is of the pipeline 
contractors with the ability 
of the local businesses to 
supply materials. 
Some industries, such as 
mining, are concerned that 
their employees will. leave 
for higherpeying pzpeune 
jobs. 
Tourism, the territory's 
second industry behind 
mining, probably will 
suffer, local officials say. 
Meanwhile, the pipeline 
consortium has predicted 
that its work force will be 
Factory Processed 
At least 75 per cent of the 
food consumed in North 
~merica has been factory- 
processed in one way or 
another. Some 1800 chem- 
icals have been added to 
the cans. bottles, boxes and 
packages for sale on our 
supermarket shelves. 
RESIGNED POST 
Pratte, a well-known 
quebec lawyer, resigned as 
chairman of the Air Canada 
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Starting October 1st, 1977, the 
wearing of seat belts becomes 
• mandatory for most Bdtish 
Columbians, in accordance with 
new amendments to the Motor- 
vehicle Act. 
Thenewly-enacted seat belt regulations 
apply not only to drivers, but also to pas- 
sengers, as well as to those who sell motor 
vehicles. Here are the main provisions- 
Unlawful to sell or operate a motor 
vehicle without seat belts. 
Since December 31st, 1963, the law has 
stated that no person in B.C. may sell or 
operate a motor vehicle manufactured or 
assembled after December 1,1963 unless 
the vehicle is equipped with at least two 
seat belt assemblies for use in the front 
seat. The term "seat belt assembly" means 
a device suitably attached to the vehicle 
and composed of straps, webbing or 
similar material that restrains the movement 
of a person in order to prevent.or lessen 
injury. The term "seat belt" applies to both 
pelvic and upper torso restraints. 
Seat belts may not be removed. 
It also becomes unlawful to remove seat 
belts from a motor vehicle, or to make any 
• alterations Which might reduce the effec- 
tiveness of seat belts. This applies to all 
vehicles requiring seat belts under this new 
legislation or under the Motor Vehicle 
Safety Act (Canada). 
Ddvers and passengers must use 
seat belts. 
Effective October 1st, no person shall ride 
in a motor vehicle in British Columbia 
withOut properly using the seat belts 
attached to that vehicle. This means that 
both drivers and passengers must wear the 
seat belt assemblies in a properly adjusted 
and securely fastened manner. It is the 
resporlsibility of each passenger 16 years of 
age or older to utilize the seat belt pro- 
vided for his or her seat. 
There are exceptions to this rule. Seat belts 
are not required when any of the following 
conditions apply: 
1. When driving a motor vehicle in reverse. 
2. When the driver or passenger is unable 
to wear a seat beltfor medical reasons. 
In such cases, the individual must be 
able to produce a certificate issued by 
the Superintendent of Motor Vehicles or 
by a medical practitioner stating that 
for medical reasons-or because of the 
person's size, build or other physical 
characteristic-that person is unable 
to wear a seati belt. 
3. When the onver Js engaged in work that 
requires leaving and re-entering the 
vehicle at frequentintervals, This exemp- 
tion only applies when the vehicle is 
driven at a speed not exceeding 
40 kilometres per hour. 
Ddver responsible for young passengers. 
The new legislation req uires that drivers 
take responsibility for seat belt use by 
passengers from 6 to 15 years of age. This 
means that when a passenger in that age 
category occupies a seat equipped with a 
seat belt, the driver must make sure the 
• seat belt is properly adjusted and fastened. 
Again, there are exceptions to this rule- 
seat belts are not required when either 
of the following conditions apply: 
1. When the passenger can produce a 
certificate issued by the Superintendent 
or a medical practitioner stating that for 
medical reasons-or because of the 
person's size, build or other physical 
characteristic-a seat belt cannot 
be worn. 
2. When the passenger is engaged in work 
that requires leaving and re-entering 
the vehicle at frequent intervals.., and 
where that vehicle does not travel more 
than 40 kilometres per hour. 
Use of lap and shoulder hamesses. 
In any motor vehicle, where a seat belt 
assembly consists of a pelvic restraint and 
a separate upper torso restraint, only the 
pelvic restraint need be worn. However, the 
use of both assemblies is desirable. 
Penalties for seat belt infractions. 
On October 1st, peace officers will begin 
checking for seat belt use throughout B.C. 
A violation of any of the regulations 
outlined here makes the offender liable 
for a fine of up to $100. 
Seat belt legislation is aimed at reducing 
the number and sevedty of injudes due 
to traffic accidents. Start "buckling up" 
today.., and help make ddving safer for 
yourself and all British Columbians. 
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Energy, 




For further information, write: 
Seat Belt information Centre, 
Motor-Vehicle Branch, Victoria, B,C. V8V 2H3 
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Th Wizard of Id by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
I 
On the lighter side 
C],,c); 
T ~ N p ~ I  (~ A~T, .  ~ i ACROSS 41 Law 61 Actress 
~ j ICharade, enforcers Grant 
...... in part 43 Conjunction DOWN 
4 Algonquin 44 "When -- 1 Partly 
~ ~  e-.,~ L ~  '~  Indian one-and- opened 
7 Bovine twenty..." . 2 Country 
r " r  mammals 46 Army officer bumpkin 
II Modern SO Dressed 3 -- of thieves 
jujitsu 53 Heflin or 4 Call for 
I I/J/ ~ 13 Exclamation Johnson help 
14 Not on tape 55 Robe for 5 Pursuer of 
B.C. by johnny hart 
E YP__.,t~4,.ANI) "- RNAL.t.'(" --" 
~ r  ~ . . .  = ) 
































Caesar Moby Dick 
56 Own 6 Unconscious 
57 Word with states 
way or track 7 Maryland 
Pitcher 8 Roman 12 
59 Decorates 9 Miss 
a cake Arden 
50 Evergreen 10 Openwork 
• tree fabric 
Avg. solution lime: 25 min. 
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Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
50 NITH 7t/~ PANA~IAN 
P.~t~./nON A gDAP, I~  5U(- 
Al.~ THAT Rf~A/NED 70 
~ OUT(~A~ A N~ 
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35 
41 
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25 -- Star 
State 
26 Leave out 
27.Radicals 




















50 Greek lsRe 
51 Resinous 
secretion 
52 End of a 
knave 
54 Untried 
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Hagar the  Horrible 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake " 
FOR FRIDAY, , 
SEPTEMBER 30,1977 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
Stress moderation. Do not 
strive for the unreasonable and 
do not permit your active mind 
to carry your physical self' 
beyond sensible bounds. 
T, URUS 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
You may discern a hint of 
things to come where your 
personal ambitions are con- 
earned. Accept advice and 
support from interested friends. aEm  
(May 22 to June 21) 111 
Some new insight could lead 
to high achievement or bigger 
profits now. A fine Mercury 
aspect stimulates per- 
ceptiveness, intuition. 
CANCU  
(June 22 to July 23) 
If you attempt to gain your 
way by unconventional 
methods, It eould cause discord. 
You are generally conservative 
in your leanings, but there's a
tendency toward indiscretion 
]BOW. 
LEo 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Group activity highly 
favored. Stars indicate now is 
the time for you to make some 
exciting new contacts. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Keep on the lookout for a 
-.hance to get a better work 
~ssignment or some fringe 
bensllL Taking on an extra 
chore without being asked could 
hasten such a bonus. 
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
Lesser matters may be 
ldghlighted now, but these could 
swrk big achievements later. 
SO, whatever you attempt, give 
your benL And do be prepared 
for all contingencJe~ ........ 
trends altering. You should be 
in on the action. Make the effort 
-- discreetly. 
SAGITrARIUS ~t~i~l- 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Travel favored. In fact, any 
trip on which you embark on 
Friday could involve you in a 
.most unusual and highly 
stimulating experience. 
CAPRICORN 1 ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Controversy may prove 
annoying, but here is Where 
your keen, logical mind will be 
an aid. Emphasize pertinent 
points and keep miner issues in 
their place. 
AQUARIUS ~,c~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
A notable day for presenting 
new ideas; also old ones 
carefully treated to get the most 
good still left in them. Your 
talents hould shine now. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) . 
Aspects mostly auspicious, 
but accuracy and forethought 
must spark all moves, 
decisions. Travel and social 
activities highly favored. 
YOU BORN TODAY: The 
Scales are your symbol; Venus, 
your planet --  representing 
beauty and love. Any lack of 
harmony in your surroundings 
distresses you. You are notably 
lacking in aggressiveness and 
find it hard to make decisions 
since your need for weighing 
and balancing everything 
unhurriedly makes it im-  
possible for you to take an~ 
immediate stand on any issue. 
This hesitancy is considered by 
many to be a sign of weakness 
on your part but, once you have 
made a decision; no power on 
earth can make you change 
your mind. This trait eonld 
prove exasperating to others at 
t imes-  especially if your 
decision should prove unsound. 
Consider well! There are many 
fields in which you could excel, 
lint. ~j~tald~ Aa olltemture, the 
.... AN P A ~U,~eR PL.ACe iN 
TH~ ,~OLITH OP PRANCe--" .~ 
WJ4~N AAY ,~ ~x i 
Catfish 
"/CL~ CD~NU>t~ J 
Ben8 :'s : 
im 
I~.AI. • ~
by Rog Bollen 
by Addison 
Marriage Choking 
From Smoking Wife 
By Abigail  Van Buren 
© 1977 by The Chicago Tdbune-N.Y,Newe Synd, Inc, 
© lIT? I~/Q~IC2t00 Ydhu~-bl,y. ~ Ilynd, In¢, 
I All R~RhI' RallntwJ 
..seoz~m .............. ~;~r,;! 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) *eTcf"' 
A shifting of certain situations 
indicated; perhaps current 
law,.:jurispru4ence, ,painting 
andthe .theater. Birthdate. of: 
Truman Capote, Amer. author; 
Deborah Kerr, Eng. actress. 
DEAR ABBY: When I first dated my wife she was 16. 
On our third date, when she asked me to buy her a peck of 
cigarettes, I told her I thought girls who smoked looked 
like tramps, and that was the last time I'd take her out. 
Three months inter she called and told me she'd quit 
smoking, so I started ating her again. We dated for three 
years during which time she never smoked in my presence, 
so with a solenm promise that she'd never smoke again, we 
i '
pocro~, ~ ~P t I /9  / ~ A eUY WITI~ "~ were married. 
GP~TTIflG C..OR~ ( L~k " ! J / ICORblS  HF. N~:~N/P~y She kept her promise for three years. Then I started to 
confronted her, she denied, it. 
/~/ [3 ,~ "T'O~/~.- ~ _ .  / i ~ ' ~ ~ / ~ . : ~  ~ For tbe last 10 years, she's been smoking openly and I /~/[3,~ "T'O~/~.- ~_.               / ~ detest i . What can I do? I've told her it was useless for her ) to spend a fortune on expensive clothes because when she lights a cigarette, she looks like a $20 hooker. 
I have i~othing against hookers. In fact, If I could find 
one who didn't smoke I could use her services because my 
wife's tobacco habit has certainly put a crimp in our love 
M ~ life. DETESTS CIGARETTES 
~-  DEAR DETESTS: What can you do? Love her or leave " ~ ~ , -" • 
" her. But don't nag her, or sheql Increase her smoldng as an 
excuse to calm her frazzled nerves. 
The/U razing Spider-man , C t ip 
J PLDPDHDPCJ  PB CVE H 
MN FEMGVNM DC CBI  V(  
Yester d roy's Cryptoqulp- .BATS ID' (,LD RE ',D B 
ABROAD ON BRIGHT NIGHTS. 
~) 1977 King Feat~es  Synd icate ,  Inc. 
i Today's Cryptoquip clue: V equals U 
LLMFD-  
LVGHDPCJ  
rday's l l -BATS N O D ELFRY FLY 
The Cryplsqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals 0, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and 'error. 
DEAR WIGGED: Tell ldm. If it changes his feelings for 
you, you're better off knowing it now. If he reMly loves 
you, it won't matter. (Many women marry bald MEN.) 
DEAR ABBY: I'm a respectable middle.aged woman 
who never thought I'd be writing a Dear Abby letter, but I 
flln. 
While driving home alone from a meeting at about 11 
p.m. last evening, I developed car trouble. Fortunately, I 
~Vas in a residential neighborhood, soI rang the doorbell of 
a home, hoping to get someone to help me. 
A man yelled through the locked door, 'q&rlto is it?" I told 
him of my plight, and he said, "Sorry, I don't open my door 
to strangers." I was shocked. I rang another doorbell. This 
time an elderly lady pulled her curtain aside to look at me, 
then she disappeared without even asking me what I 
wanted, 
Then I tried to flag down a motorist. About 30 cars 
passed me before a young hippie-looking kid in a beatup 
old van stopped and gave me a ride to a gas station. One 
man was inside and he signaled he was closed and couldn't 
help reel 
I finally found a pay phone and called AAA, which sent 
someone out to help ms. 
My question: Are we living in such a sick, selfish, 
paranoid society in which people care so little for each 
other that they won't open the door to a stranger? I could 
have been on my way to a hospital with a dying child for all 
those people cared. I welcome your comments. 
BOILING 
DEAR BOILING: In light of the widely pubHdzed police 
directives cautioning us against opening one's door to 
strangers, I cannot fault those who refused to let you in. 
However, they could have made a phone call for you. 
DEAR ABBY: I am engaged to marry a dude who can't 
keep his eyes off other girls. What he does when he isn't 
with me can't hurt me because I don't see it, but when 
we're together and he stares at other girls, I'm hurt. He 
• says blondes are his weakness. 
I offered to bleach my hair blonde, but he says he likes 
me the way I am. Do you think he will change after we're 
married? He says he will, but I don't know whether to 
believe him. Any suggestions? Sign me, 
JEANNIE WITH TilE LIGHT BROWN HAIR 
DEAR JEANNIE: Don't marry a man hoping he~l 
"change" for the better after marriage. He may change for 
the worse-or  not at all. 
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal 
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069. 
Enclose stamped, self.addressed nvelope, please. 
DEAR ABBY: I'm 48 and my fiance is 55. I've been 
divorced 15 years, and his wife died five years ago. We've 
been going together for two years and plan to marry soon. 
He always compliments me on the way I look. I do dress 
nicely and am always perfectly groomed. Now for my 
problem: 
When I was in my teens, I was very ill and all my hair 
fell out. I have no eyelashes, eyebrows, and not a hair on 
my head. I am completely hairless. 
I wear false eyelashes' and a wig, and I paint my 
eyebrows on. 
I'm a very honest person, and don't like to keep this from 
him, but I'm afraid of how he21 react. I've started to toll 
him several times, but couldn't get the words out. 
My mother says I should wait until after we're married 
to tell him. My father says I should tell him now. 
Do you think it would change his feelings for me? He 
says he loves me, and I know I love him. Please help me. 
WIGGED OUT 
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TF LOOKING OR A JOB' 
LOOKING 
FOR HELP? j 
THE Herald, 3212 Kalum Streal 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phono &lS-6357-Ter race 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
, 20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada' 
$40.00. Senior Citizens 120.00 
per year. 
Yelrly by mall outslcle Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorlzad as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classlflads due 24 hours prior to 
deelrad day of publication. 12.00 
for tirol 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and ,Ith Thur- 
Iday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meat every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Sknena Health Unlt. For 
more Information i~eno 63S- 
254.7 or 63,5.30'23. 
Kermodt Four Wheelore 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In tho meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 
3442. 
Mnetlng - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
• (Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers mneflng held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
The Catholic Womons League 
will hold their Annual Fall Tea 
and Bazzear on Sat. Oct. 29th at 
the Verltos Auditorium. 
CTF 
Caoadlaw calorie Counters 
mind ovary Tuesday at Thorhlll 
l~lomentory ,Sctlool ,7:00 'p.m. ':~ 
New members welcome tram 
Terrace and Thorhlll.. Further 
Information call 635.5486. or 635. 
/425. 
A spa¢lal goneral meeting of 
the Sknena Valley Golf and 
Country Club membership II 
called for Tuesday October eth., 
at I:00 p.m. In the Clubhouse. 
This concerns your Funding 
Committee reports, recom- 
mendatlons, discussion of 
G~moral Meatlng for eledlon of 
now Officers and Interlm 
Oparatlon of the Club. It Is 
vltally important you atlend.(p- 
Oct.6) 
The Tomltlk Women's 
Association wil l  hold their 
annual general meeting on 
Thuradey, September 29, at 8 
p.m. In the Kltlmat Women'e 
Centre in the Nechako Centre. 
Dance 
Bythe Terrace Minus One Club. 
Sat. Oct. 1st 9 P.M. In the 
Sandman Inn. All single , 
divorced, separated or widowed 
parsons 25 years and older are 
welcome. 
For Further Information 
Phone 635-2094 or 635.9M9.)C-16- 
ATea and Bazaar will be held In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
Sept. 27 to Oct. 11 - exhibition of 
art selected for office display In 
Terrace Llbrary Arts Room. 
Oct. 4 • 8:00 p.m. general 
meeting of the Terrace Art 
Aeaoclatlon. New comers 
welcome. Library Arts Room. 
1"he Inoependent Order of 
Foresters are having a Tea. & 
Bazaar at the Elks Hall on 
Oct.15 from 1.4 p.m. 
Homemade Items, baking end 
much more. 
The I.O.F. regular meatlngs-3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
Religious Education Classes 
are being held at Sacred Heart 
, Parish for chlldron from kin- 
dergarten to grade 9 inclusive. 
Classes Sunday mornings 9 a.m. 
• 10 a.m. at Verltas School. The 
last day for roglotretlon for 
these classes will be Sunday 
October 2nd. 
Contact Sister Joseph Mary 
Office: 635.9475 
Convent: ~.5435. (p-17-21) 
HOUSE PLANT SALE: Sat. 
Oct. 1st 10 a.m. • 2 p.m., 4912 
Park Ave. 
Variety of Houseplants. 
Proceeds to Terrace Child 
Development Centre. For 
Oonatlons or Information phone 
635-5650, (c.Oct, 1.77) 
1. Coming Events 
Terrace Chess Club Is looking 
for new players. Everybody, 
Including beginners, are 
welcome to eftend. 
Games and instruction are 
e~ery Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For information 
Phone Joe at 635-5419 (ctf.) 
14. Business Persona l  
Wobb Rofr~oration 










Box diN, Torrace, B.C. 
Spoclalizlng In Lands, Trees, 
Shrubs, etc. Complete Tree 
Care. Mad & Erosion Controh 
Fencing & Contr~of Blasting 
6804~1 
EUBEN WOESTE 
(c.20,21,32 end of Sept.) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Retrlgeratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 635. 
5174 or 638.1231. (otf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
aau  A EIKtrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. Phone 615.H76 
or ¢11-1t31. (off1 
GOlden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
Iobtees. Phone 635-4535. 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) 
Reflexology by Pearl. Call 635. 
3854. (p.18-21 F.7,14,21,20) 
TAXI  DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Iicence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635.2242 (otf) 
. . . .  ASTROLOGY 
Roglster now for hoginners 
& Advanced evening classes. 
For more Information or con. 




3215 Kalum. 638.1613 
Terrace most unique second 
hand store. 
You Need It- 
We've Got It - 
Book & Tape Swap 
Guns- Antiques 
FurnHure- Appliances 
T.V.s - Stereo's- Lots More 
"For tho Best Deal 
In Town" 
,~ctf.f) ,, , 
KILGREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. 
33. For Sale -M isc .  
1 year old sow and welner pigs 
for sale. Phone 635.3265. (o19. 
21) 
Antique table and 6 chairs. 
Antlquedreaser. Offers. Phone 
635-5068. (p.20.21) 
Couch and Chair for sale. in 
excellent condition. Phone 635. 
5628. (p.19-2) 
Singer Straight-Sew sewing 
machine in cabinet. Set of 
electric hair rollers. Ski boots, 
size 9. Phone 635-2496 (c-20,21) 
For Sale: 3 Chrome •chairs, 
carlboo hide, tanned, with fur 
on. Coffee table (walnut), 
Large brass stand on rollers for 
records. New winter coat size 
14. Brown fur with white trim 
cuffs, collar, and skirt. 
Sacrifice price. Phone 635.3181 
(I)-20,21) 
Storage space available for 
campers, boats, vehicles, etc. - 
Llmltedspacelefl. Call 635.4320 
for quotes. (ctf-m and th) 
Firewood for sale: Very 
reasonable price. Phone 635- 
2605 (c.20,21) 
Well constructed home-made 2- 
horse trailer. Firm 0500. Phone 
633.~94 after 5:00 p.m. P- 
11,16,21,26. 
One antique wood cook stove 
and one wood cook stove. 1972 
International Travel.All 
$1800.00. Open to offers. Phone 
635-2485. (p-21-2) 
Welner pigs for sale. Call 635- 
2683 (off-) 
12)(52 2 bedrooms furnished. 
Priced $5,800. 
also 
5 TON TRUCK equipped with 
power winch. Price $1,500. 
Phone 638-1676. (O-17,19,21,3,5) 
39. Boats & Engines 
I 
48. Suites for Rent 
01eaton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished studio 
or 1 bedroom apartments. 
Security enterphone. Sauna. 
635.4261  i.2 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2.  4603 Scoff. One, 
two and three bedroom Part-i 
~ents. LaondPy - & Storage: 
area. Near schools and 
~owntown. Clean, qulet~ 
paclous, security lock-up end 
~trol. ! 
635-5224 
~f)  ,, i 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full basement, 1V= baths, v: 
block from schools. 3 rain. walk 
from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6 
months lease. Apply suite 118, 
3530 Kalum. (off) 
2 bedroom suite. Available 
October 1, 1977. Centrally 
located. Phone 635.9471 (off) 
49. Homes for Sale 
Four bedroom house with un- 
finished basement on 5 acres of 
land. Across from N.W.C.C. 
also work shop 60' x 40' wide and 
20' high. On 12.5 acres, V= mile 
from city Limits. For more 
Information phone Houston 845- 
2928 or write to Box .580. (pact 
'14) 
FORSALE 
3 bedroom home with com- 
pleted basement, suite carpeted 
throughout, Shaw f i replace 
)lus many extras. Drive by 4801 
Halllweil or phone 635.3~44 after 
5 p.m. for details. Priced at 
$51,500. (ctf) 
. . , . . .  
FOR SALE: Completely 
renovated, 3 bedroom home, 
1974 Chrysler boat motor for close to all facilities. 
sale~.S5 H.P...~mplet.e.w,qhjet~..-...Reasonably priced, .Phone 635. 
good condition. $900. Phone 6829 (p.18-21) 
I 635.2420 (c-21-3) 
41. Mach inery  for Sa le  
WRECKING HDSB TRACTOR: 
Serial No. 7404 in Terrace area. 
271GMC DIESEL & Other parts 
In good condition. Phone 
evelngs. 846.5638 (p.19,20,21) 
43. Rooms for  Rent 
Room for rent for single' gen- 
tlmen In the bench area. With 
kitchen and living roon 
facilities. Phone 635-3971 CTF 
Sleeping room for rent. Private 
entrance. Near town. 
Supply of linen every weel~. Has  
a bathroom for your con- 
venience. Very reasonable 
price. Phone 635-4013 after 5:00 
Land. • p.m. (off.m.w.f) 
47. Homes fo r  Rent 
For Rent: 2 BEDROOM 
HOUSE close to hospital. 
Phone 635.7191 for more In. 
formation. (c-17,21) 
3 bedroom duplex for rent. 
Unfurnished. Available 
November 1,1977. Call 635.6719. 
(c.(.19.21) 
soaping, backfil l ing, stump 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat- 
deck, 20 ~ tandem axle trailer. 
Phone 635-3112. Ask for Wayne. 
(dr_ .f) 
Consign your car, truck or 






~ct f )  
19. Help Wanted 
Dairy Queen requires mature 
person for night shift. Apply in 
parson between 2:00 - 4:00 p.m. 
at 4532 Lakelse Avenue. (¢-19- 
21) 
24. Situat ions Wanted 
i ,  
Will babysit In my home area on 
Straume Ave. Phone 638.1569. 
17-21) 
32: 6icycles,  Motorcyc les  
,1976- 1~5CC Suzuki. Low 
mileage, excellent condition, on 
road~ff road. Best offer. 
Phone 635-5814. (p20,21) 
33. For Sale.  Misc. 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at 1Oc, 
35c, 50(: Bin. order US.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
satisfaction or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Lerkln, Canyon View, 
Placer Mine, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c-7-21) 
Hunter Special • O ft. Cam. 
parotte with boat rack. also 12 
year old Mare Pony. Phone 635. 
7521. (p.20.3) 
3 bedroom • 1V~ bath older 
home. Full basement, garage, 
yard.fully fenced. 0325.00 per 
month. 4823 Scott Avenue 635. 
3175 Available Immediately. (p- 
20,21) 
2 bedroom duplex for rent also a 
1 bedroom furnished house for 
rent In Thornhill. Phone 635- 
.5775 or 635-5874. (p.20,21) 
48. Suites for  Rent 
I I  i i  i 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 




~e'w 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
tar root. Frldge, stove, drapes, 
:arpet, rec area, sauna and pool 
teble, with security en 
rorpohone and elevator. Ab. 
~otutely no pets. 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Slesplng rooms, housekeeping 
unite, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non.drinkers 
=nly. Phone 635-6611. (ctf) 
For :~a~le: ;~ bedroom modular 
home, Full basement on 2 acres 
$3,i,Q00. Phone 635.3469 or 679. 
, 61 Oct) 
Owner leaving soon'- priced h 
sell. A cozy 3 bedroom 
modernly built home In Thor 
nhill. Features a lovely mura 
in living room - fireplace 
dining room with patio doors 
sundeck . lob of kitchen cup 
beards - attractive bathroom 
workshop, laundry room. 
This 1800 sq. ft. home sits or 
two.thirds acres. Furnished ol 
unfurnished. Taxes $51.00 only 
For view phone after 4:30 p.m 
at 635-3986. 
(E. Frl.) 
2 bedroom house fop sale: 
Beautifully situated on Lakelse 
Lake. Large lot. Must sell, 
owner leaving town. Phone 635- 
3178. (p.19.2)) 
For Sale: 1 bedroom house at 
Kelth Avenue. Price S~,000. 
Must be moved before 
snowfall. Phone 635.6334 days 
or 635-6974 nights, (c-19.9) 
Two bedroom house on large 
corner lot In Terrace. On city 
water and sewer. Paved street. 
Only $16,500. Phone 635.3677. 
(p-21) 
49. Homes for Sale 57. Automobiles 
House for ,Sale: 
3 bedroorff,house with wall to 
wall carpet.ful; basement gas 
heat close to schools and town. 
Drive by 4921 Park of phone for 
635-7382 or 635.7094 (p, -16- 
17.19.21-1-3.5-7-9-11) 
55. Property for Sale 
Must se l l -  Two wooded lots 
totalling 5.13 acres, Ideatl) 
located In the town of Telkwe. 
Sub.dividing posalbllities. 
Write Box 2322, Smlthers, B.C. 
of phone 847-3353. (p-20.3) 
57. Automobiles 
1973 Nova SS radio, new fires. 
Best offer. 638.1356. also 
1972 Datsun 510 Radio, tape 
deck, asking $1700. Phone 638. 
1356. (p.21,1) 
Transportation Specials 
1971 Pinto. 895.00 
1969 Mercury Station Wagon.  
995.00 
1973 Pontiac HT V8 - 1995.00 
1967 GMC Pickup.  795.00 
1969 Dodge HT. 695,00 
1974 Ford XL Plckup. 249.5.00 
1975 Chevelle Coupe. 3695.00 
Copper Mountaln Enterprlses 
Ltd. 
3026 Hlghway 16 East 
Phone 635.4373 DL 00605A 
(c-21) 
Must Sell: 
1977 Honda Civic 
-72 KM.gal. 
-Reg. unleaded or prom. fuel 
- Radial fires & mags 
. Sunroof 
- Low kllometerage 
Try your offerl 
See at No .~-  3889 Muller, 
Thornhlll 
(p21). 
Must sell: 1972 Chevelle 4.dr. 
Sedan. Excellent condition. 
Many extras. Phone 635.2934. 
(p18.21! 
1973 VOLKSWAGON WINDO~h 
VAN: Needs minor repair., 
$2,500.00 Phone 632.6328. (o17 
21! *' ~"~" * '~, ~',::'~ 
1969 Chevy 4x4 short box, stel~ ' 
aslde. Good condlton Phone 635- 
2770. (P.16-21) 
1968 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 
CONVERTABLE with radio. In 
good condition. Phone 638-8305 
Must sell 1973 Vega G.T. plus 
winter tires. In fairly good 
condition, interested parties 
only. For further information 
Phone 635.5191 (i)-18.21) 
1977 Blazer KS. Many options. 
For more information cell 624- 
6015. Interested parties only, 
(c-20.3) 
1972 Ford Taring. 302 cu; In. 
Auto trans., p.s., p.b., clean, 
good condition. New tires. 
1965 Dodge Polara 880. H.top, 
383 cu. In Auto trans., Very 
clean, good running car has had 
a lot of work done Including new 
paint lob. Good rubber all 
around. 
1963 Chrysler Windsor 4-dr. 
Sedan. 383 cu. In., Auto trans., 
p.s., p.b., power seats, power 
windows. Vacuum release for 
trunk and many other extras. 
Good rubber 'on front and new 
fires on beck. Very good con. 
dltlon throughout. (p.20,21) 
For sale: '1973 Dodge 
Tradesman Van. Interior 
Customized. Please phone after 
6:00 p.m. 635.3029 (p.20.3) 
1970 Ford Custom. Four dr.  
sedan, 302 cubic Inch, 
• automatic. ,Priced to sell. 
Phone 633-6235 or 635.4328 (cff) 
BEST BUY OF THE YEAR 
1974 Valiant 4.dr. Sedan. 
P.S., P.B., $1,250.00 or no 
reasonable offer refused. 
Owner must sell 
Phone after s:oo p.m. 635:5625. 
(C-20,21) 
$8. Mobile Homes 
Moving Must Sell:. Lot with 2 
bedroom trailer and .a 12x42 
addition contains 3 furnished 
rooms plus ~/~ bath. Also a 20x32 
garage. Asking $17,500. But 
negotiable. Phone 635.3897. (18, 
21) 
1968 Classic 12x68 3 bedrooms 2 
Joey shacks. Frldge and stove. 
Excellent condition. Priced for 
immolate sale. ;~,To view at 
6422 ~;fler ~:00 p.~. (o18.21) 
. Immediate Occupancy: 12x68 
three bedroom Safeway. 
Laundry room, finished mud 
room, large sundeck. 
Located on a fully landscaped 
58. Mobile Homes 
MOBILE HOME 12x52 
2 bedroom furnished. Priced at 
$S,8000.00. Phone 635.1676. (P. 
14-15.16-17-19-21) 
For Sale: Mobile Home. Set up 
In Woodland HlegMs Trailer 
Park. Fully skirted, with Jcay 
shack. Phone~15.63~ after 5:00 
p.m. (p.19.2) 
For Sale 
1970 Custon Knight 12'x47'. I 
Imge bedroom fully furnished. 
In very good condition. 
Reasonable. Phone 635.269h {P- 
Trailer and addition on lot In 
Thornhlll. Lawn, greenhouse, 
and woodshed, Will consider 
trades. Phone 635.2~41 
evsnlngs, and weekends. (p- 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
1976 20' VANGUARD MINt 
MOTOR HOME on a Ford 
chassis has a ,160 motor, air 




The Estate of George Little, 
offers for sale, the following 
Estate property, located In 
Terrace, B.C. 
Lots one to five inclusive, and 
Blocks 4 and tl, located on 
Legion Ave., between Glacier 
Glass and the Cur:lng Rink. 
Block 3, and the western portion 
of Block 5, on the north side of 
Little Avenue. 
Bids will be' accepted to October 
31st, 1977. The highest offer or 
any Offer, not necessarily ac. 
cepted. Cash preferred. 
Gordon Little, 
executor. 
4517 Cedar Crescent, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1)(5 
(ow.th.fr. 4 weeks) 
Notice of Appilcstlon to Change 
of Name 
Notice is hereby given that an 
application will be made to the 
Director-of Vital Statistics for a 
chengeof name, pursuant o the 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me: AAItle 
Schlnkel of 4607 Hauglond 
Street, Terrace, In the Province 
of British Columbia, as follows: 
To change my name from 
BLANKET BRITI H 
COLUMBIA, Y KON 
CLASSIFIED AD: 
FOR SALE: 1923 h )del T Ford. 
Englne In runnln condition. 
Phone 567.4842 or ~ rite Box 872, 
Vanderhoof, B.C. 'OJ 3A0. 
BUSINESS OPF)RTUNIES: 
6,000 square feet, ! "ound floor. 
Retail, professlor d or com- 
mercial. As one )r divided. 
New, modern. I :one collect 
(604) 847-93?7 or 8= .9497. Write 
Box 3368, Smlthe ;, B.C. V0J 
2N0. 
PROPERTY FO SALE: 
Private sale o! family or 
retirement home. Fruit trees, 
garden, garage fenced. 
Downtown Iocotlo~ at 575 Ellis 
Street, Pentlcton B.C. V2A 
4M4. $42,000. PI" ne 492.7282. 
FOR LEASE: Mo arn building 
In Salmon Arm. )fflce space 
with view. Raft I space on 
malor thoroughfar . Elevators. 
Occupancy Octobe 1. Parking. 
Air conditioning, ontact Haas 
Brothers Constr ~ctlon Ltd. 
(684) 860.2365 or Rolf Daehn 
(604) 832-7051. 
CONTRACTING Custom 
prefablng and o site con. 
structlon of log bu dings, $9.00 
square foot, basic rice. Write 
or phone Interior .og Homes, 
Bridge Lake, B.C V0K I E0. 
Phone 593.4440 or )3.4459. 
PERSONAL: Mrs Jace, Tarot 
car, palm reader. Reads past, 
present, future. Lce,  buslness, 
health, marriage. Help In all 
problems. Readsb mall. Send 
full date of birth a; I name with 
$7.00. Will send ar wets. Mrs. 
Jace, 2533 East I sstlngs St., 
Vancouver VSN 1% .. 
PERSONAL: Mr .  Medello - 
Spiritual reader a d adviser. 
Palm and terof ca Js reading. 
She will help yo. with your 
problems In buslr :ss, health, 
love affairs, sick ess, where 
others hove Mile . .Spaclal 
i;eedlng by m al/ with" free 
monthly horosc( )e. Send 
$10.00, dateof birth nd year to - 
Mrs. Madella. P.C Box 69784, 
station 'K', Vanc uver, B.C. 
VSK 4Y7. Phone 2' .3697. 
before 4:30 p.m. after 5 p.m. 
635.5008 (p.17.21), 
Transfers - Plates - Sales Tax. 
See Wlghtman & Smith 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (ctf) 
1965 GMC 5 TON 
Equipped with power winch. 
Price $1500.00. Phone 685.1676,. 
(P-14-16-17-19-21) 
1972 340 DUSTER: Good tires: 
low milage - one owner. Phone 
635.6787 or view at 4706 Loen 
choice lot at Copparslde. Phone Aaltie Schlnkel to Aaltle Selnen. j~ ,~ 
635-4461. (c.Oct. 2) Dated this 28th day of 
February, A.D. 1977. ~ p ,  
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Captain: Bill Young 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Workshop 
1973 C, hev Mallbu Sports. 2 door - 7:30 Evening Services 
hardtop (vinyl) 3,,¢0- P.S. & P.B. 
• radio,  tape deck. new fires 
and extra rlm~ and fires. One 
owner. Excellent condition. (p- 
18-21) 
WANTED 
Ambitious boys or girls to do carrier 
routes. 
Good experience and e~r_.mngs for the 
right persons. ~ 
~one Mr. L o b ~ 7  
1he Tm'aeo Daily Herald 
Oo It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
12,hm on . 3.'/5 
THE DAILT HERALD 
3212 Kdm St, Torraoe 
Man. Cottage meeting 7:30 
Wed. Home league 7:30 
Sat. Youth group 7:30 
phone 
~aptaln or Mrs. Bill Young. 
I T .  MATTHEW'S  
CHURCH 
Anglican Church of Canada 
4726 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Ray. Lance Stephens. 635.5855 
Church: 635.9019 
Church Service 10 o.m. 
Sunday School 10a.m. 
MI INNONIT i  
BRI ITHRIN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 630.3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkmon 
3406 Eby Street Phone 635.3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
Sunday School 10:00 am 
Family Worship Service 11:00 
a.m. 
I IVANOI IL ICAL 
FR i i  CHURCH 
(:or. Park Ave. and Sparks St. 
Rev. W.H. T atum 
3302 Sparks Street 635.$115 
9:45 Sunday School 
11.110 Morning W~rk~hop 
7:15 Evening Servlcea 
KNOX UNITIID 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister Rev. Dave Martyn 
Sunday School" 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12 11:00 a.m. 
Worship service 11:00 a.m. 
TI IBBA¢I  
ALL IANCl  
CHURCH 
Pastor Roy Taylor 
Sunday 9:45 - Bible School 
11:00 a.m..  Morning Worship 
7:15 p.m. Evening Service 





Pastor D.K. Hale 635.9398 
Corner of Holllwell 
sncl H. Thomas 
10:00 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
Weds. 
8:00 p.m. Home Bible Studies 
"You are Welcome at 
Uplands" 
CHURCH OIF gOD 
River urlve 
Terrace, B.C. 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday School 10a.m. 
ZION BA PTIIIT 
CNUB~ N 
Car. Sporkst Keith 
Pastor: Paul Nk mlnger 
Office 35.2407 
Home , tS.530Q 
Sunday bengal 9:~ a.m. 




Sparks St. et Str ume Ave. 
Ray. Arthur Helle ~an 635.2621 
Sunday School - Te. "ace 10 a.m 
Sunday School - Re lo 2:30 p,m, 
11:00 a.m. Worshll Service 
.%00 p.m. Worship ~ervlce 
PIINYIICC ITAL  
TABIBN &CLII 
4647 Lazell, Ave. 
Pastor M. K, reedy • 
Office 635.2434 H( ne635-5356 
Sunday School 10:. 3 a.m. 
Morning Worship h00 a.m. 
Sunday Evening 7 15 p.m. 
Bible Study Wed. 30 p.m. 
Youth Night Thu~ . 7:30 p.m 
SACRIID I I IART 
PARI~ N 










Car. Sparks St.& ark Ave. 
Rev. Roll Noster~ 635.5882 
Morning Service 11 a.m. 
Church School • 45 a.m. 
Sunday School, C~ ~flrmaflon 
Youth and Adult ( asses 
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Briefly Tax pressure 
canaries and parakeets method revealed .~  their hearts out, but police say they till un- 
masked the bookie oper- 
WASHINGTON (Reuter) told a news conference that ation and broke up a $5- 
other countries besides [he mflliona-month gambling OTTAWA (CP) -- 
SolicitorGenerai Francis 
Fox and Revenue Minister 
Joe Guay Thursday 
released the text of a once- 
secret 1972 agreement 
between their departments 
aimed at fighting organized 
crime through prosecutions 
under the Income Tax Act. 
The agreement, still in 
effect, was recently 
revealed uring the Alberta 
provincial inquiry into 
dealings of the Royal 
American Shows and 
PdSOi b 1 e i m p 
uring an investigation i to 
the Florida-based carnival. 
The inquiry is headed by 
Mr. Justice James 
Laycraft. 
A statement with the text 
said it was being released 
"in order to clarify recent 
reports in the media based 
on information made ]public 
at the Laycraft Enqmry in 
Alberta." 
A spokesman for Fox said 
that although the agreement 
was tabled at the inquiry, 
"we were not sure how wide 
public distribution was." 
MANY QUESTIONS 
The spokesman said the 
department had many 
queries from reporters 
about the agreement and 
also wished to correct errors 
that had been published. 
The error he cited was re- 
rits saying the agreement 
been signed by the 
revenue minister aifd 
solicitor-general of 1972. The 
text shows no signatures but 
contains blank spaces where• 
the deputy minister of 
revenue and the deputy 
solicitor-general were to 
sign their names. 
"That's the type of 
agreement that is usually 
signed by administrators," 
the spokesman said. 
The key to the agreement 
is that it permits RCMP 
officers to be authorized to 
act as tax investigators and 
thus share in otherwise 
confidential tax infor- 
mation. 
The statement said that 
the tax investigations 
carried out by these RCMP 
officers are aimed at "the 
accumulation ofunreported 
and illicit wealth amassed 
by organized crime 
figures." 
It said the information ob- 
tained is "treated as 
privileged and confidential; 
communication toany non- 
designated person is 
prohibited." 
NO TIPOFF 
The statement indicated 
that he agreement was kept 
secret so criminals would 
not be tipped off on in- 
vestigating methods. 
"It was decided at its in- 
ception that maximum 
tactical advantage would be 
gained only as long as the 
new strategy was not 
common knowledge." 
The plan was meant to 
cause "maximum 
disruption to organized 
crime" and stem "infil- 
tration of legitimate 
business by criminal 
elements." 
The Laycraft inquiry was 
ordered by the Alberta 
government last spring to 
look into the carnival's 
Operations and a 1975 joint 
investigation ofthe carnival 
by national revenue offi- 
cials, Edmonton police and 
the RCMP. 
DATA PASSED ON 
In testimony last week, 
federal tax inspector Ed- 
mund Swartzack said he had 
m~Ssed information obtained 
the tax side of the in- 
vestigaUon to two RCMP 
officers. 
Swatzaek said he was not 
aware that the information 
about the Royal American 
Show's tax situation would 
be passed on to other 
members of the joint in- 
vestigation, including an 
Edmonton city police detec- 
five. 
In Edmonton, Thursday, 
federal lawyer Ivan 
Whitehall said the Laycraft 
inquiry will not be allowed 
to see cabinet documents 
used to establish a secret 
agreement. 
Whitehall said Monique 
Begin, national revenue 
minister, has signed an 
affidavit protecting the 
cabinet material under a 
section of the Federal Court 
Act. 
Among other things, the 
section gives absolute 
protection to privi leged 
cabinet material, preven- 
ting even inquiry com- 
missioners from access to it. 
Miracle drug 
cures all 
TORONTO (CP) -- A 
Toronto doctor said Wed- 
nesday there is a new drug 
that gives relief rom pain of 
peptic ulcers and speeds 
healing. 
Dr. Edward Prokipchuk 
said in an interview the 
drug, a pill called 
cimetidine, usually prevents 
recurrence of an ulcer if 
taken once or twice a day. 
Dr. Prokipehuk, chief of 
the gastroen ter  olo!  
division of St. Michael's 
Hospital and associate 
professor of medicine at the 
University of Toronto, was 
one of three doctors who 
spoke to a news donference 
about the drug, which has 
been available in Canada 
since last spring under the 
brand name Tagamet. 
He said the drug relieves 
~p tic-ulcer pain in 48 to 72 urs and heals ulcers in 
,two to four weeks. 
The doctors aid savings 
from use of the drug, in- 
cluding hospital and 
medical costs and time lost 
from work, cosld be between 
$25 million and $50 million a 
year in Canada. 
An estimated 400,000 
Canadians suffer from 
peptic ulcers. 
Dr. Prokipchuk said cost 
of treatment with 
cimetidine isabout $30 over 
a typical fourweek period. 
There are ~ no known side 
effects and the drug has 
been cleared by the federal 
health department. 
Dr. Prokipchuk said 
cimetidine combines with 
body chemicals to block 
release of histamine in the 
stomach. 
Histamine stimulates 
secretion of gastric acids, 
which can produce ulcers 
when too abundant. 
Ulcers are sores in the 
lining of the stomach or 
upper small intestine. If 
they are severe enough to 
break through the lining, 
sur_gerv is necessary. 
Qmetidine was developed 
by Smithkline Corp. o f  
Philadelphia and is 
distributed by the Canadian 
subsidiary, Smith Kline and 
French Canada Ltd. 
- -  As world financial 
leaders near the end of a 
five-day meeting, signs are 
emerging that the big three 
industrial countries will no 
longer be carrying the bur- 
den of global economic 
recovery on their own. 
A Japanese official at- 
tending annual meetings of 
the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) and World 
Bank said Wednesday that 
some additional countries 
plan to' join Japan, West 
Germany and the United 
States in taking reflatlonary 
steps in the aftermath ofthe 
1973-75 recession. 
Miehiya Matsukawa, 
chairman of a working 
committee of the 
Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and 
Development (OECD), told 
reporters that some 
countries had indicated they 
planned to prod their econ- 
omies. 
big three must help in the 
recovery effort. 
SHARE BURDEN 
"This is one world, one 
world community, and 
everyone has to do their 
share," he said. 
"It is impossible for 
worldwide growth to be 
made by only two or three 
nations." 
Even as he spoke, 
economists here added 
weight to his argument by 
predicting that West Ger- 
many's real growth would 
be only about hree per •cent 
over the fiscal year ending 
next June. 
Informed sources aid the 
figures indicated slowez 
growth than had been ex- 
pected, meaning that West 
Germany would have less 
capacity to help pull other 
countries out of the eco- 
nomic doldrums. 
Matsukawa, also Japan's Britain, although 
vice minister of finance for described by Apel as in 
declined to name the "very good Shape" after a 
countries concerned, difficult period, has said 
Earlier, West German Fi- that it cannot yet play a 
nance Minister Hans Apel majorrok;. 
Dreams blown 
up in 55 .seconds 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. 
(Router) -- An Atlas Cen- 
taur rocket carrying a 
communications satellite 
exploded Thursday night 55 
seconds after liftoff, wiping 
out a $49.4-mfllion mission 
for the 98-country Inter- 
national Telecom- 
Organization. 
Experts aid the explosion 
was in many ways similar to 
the multi-million dollar ex- 
plosion Sept. 13 of a Delta 
rocket carrying an Orbital 
Test Satellite owned by the 
European Space Agency. 
The Sept. 13 explosion oc- 
curred 54 seconds after 
liftoff, and now is being 
investigated. 
The Atlas Centaur ose 
smoothly off its launch pad 
before the explosion sent 
orange flame billowing. 
The rocket was carrying 
an Intelsat satellite which 
was to be put in position 
over the Indian Ocean to 
provide telephone and 
television service to 40 
countries. 
Space agency officials 
said the explosion was due 
to vehicle failure. No further 
details were available 
pending an investigation. 
Labor hurts ' 
Ontario ,most 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Ontario 
ost more time due to work 
Roppages in July than the 
other provinces, the federal 
labor department said 
Thursday. 
Strikes and lockouts under 
provinc ia l  ju r i sd ic t i  
resulted in a loss of 446,320 
man-days. Disputes under 
federal jurisdiction resulted 
in a loss of 20,330 man-days- 
in July. 
Ontario led the provinces 
with a loss of 247,640 man- 
days. The figure reflects 
22,269 workers involved in 37 
disputes. 
Quebec lost 155,100 man- 
days in July because of 84 
disputes involving 9,01C 
workers. 
Prince Edward Island had 
a clean ,record with no 
stoppages reported by the 
federal labor department. 
In Newfoundland, four 
stoppages involving 899 
workers resulted in a time 
loss of 1,600 man-days. 
Nova Scotia lost 6,390 
mandays inJuly because of 
six stoppages involving 1,046 
workers. 
ONE STRIKE 
In New Brunswick, two 
stoppages involving 430 
workers resulted in a loss of 
2,360 mandays., Manitoba 
lost only 80 man-days due to 
one dispute, involving four 
workers. 
Saskatcheean lost 2,230 
mandays inJuly because of UN id nine disputes involving 298 to a workers. Alberta lost 19,880 
. e man-days because of six 
h i Rhd  i disputes involving 2,812 c ange  n o es a workers ,  British Columbia 
lost 9,040 man-days because 
UNITEDNATIONS 
(Router) - -  The Security 
Council on Thursday 
authorized the appointment 
of a UN representative to 
help in preparations for the 
transition to majority rule in 
Rhodesia. 
The vote on a British 
resolution on the subject 
was 13 to none with the 
Soviet Union abstaining and 
China declining to par- 
ficipate. 
A last-minute amendment 
by Libya to have Socretarty- 
General Kurt Waldheim 
make the appointment after 
consultations with Council 
members was accepted by 
British Foreign Secretary 
David 0wen, who in- 
troduced the resolution 
Wednesday. 
Waldheim said he will 
inform the Council in the 
near future, after ap- 
propriate consultations. 
whom he proposed to name 
as UN representative. 
The representative, ex- 
pected to be Maj.-Gen. 
Prem Chand, former 
commander of the UN 
P Ceacekeeping force in 
prus, will begin 
dmcussions with Lord 
Carver, the British resident 
commissioner-designate, 
and all parties to the 
Rhodesian dispute, in- 
cluding Prime Minister Inn 
Smith and black nationalist 
leaders. 
of 10 stoppages involving 
1,429 workers and there 
were no stoppages reported 
in the Yukon or Northwest 
Territories. 
Man-days lost in the first 
seven months of this year 
were 148,210 in disputes 
under federal jurisdiction 
and 2,005,140 in disputes 
under provincial jurisdic- 
tion for a total of 2,153,350. 
The breakdown, by 
province, was: Newfoun- 
dland 117,310 man-days, 
P.E.I. no time loss, Nova 
Scotia 10,630 man-days, New 
Brunswick 11,910 mandays, 
Quebec 1,025,870 mandays, 
Ontario 672,600 man-days, 
Manitoba 18,090 man-days, 
Saskatchewan 24,870 man- 
days, Alberta 51,260 man- 
days, B.C. 72,-600 man-days 
and Yukon and Northwest 
Territories no recorded time 
loss. 
The federal statistics 
cover only disputes in- 
volving S00 workers or 
more. 
ring. 
Officers said they 
arrested three men and two 
women and seized $14,000 in 
cash and tapes of telephoned 
bets in a midafternoon 
swoop on a Queens apart- 
ment Wednesday. 
They said they found 
about 20 twittering canaries 
and parakeets perched in 
cages that lined one wall 
from floor to ceiling in the 
second-floor. The birds were 
used to drown out the 
rin~ing of five phones over 
whmh bets were taken, 
oollce said. 
.Skeltons found 
.,after two years 
CHICAGO (AP) -- Almost said a key was in the 
two years after two persons ignltion's "on" position and 
were reported missing, the gas tank was onequarter 
police say they have found full. They said this indicates 
their skeletons in a luxury the couple may have uiea 
car parked in a South Side from monoxide gM poison- 
garage, ingwhile running the engine 
tokesp warm. The skeletons 
Authorities Wednesday were clad in heavy winter 
said the pair apparentlY'coats. 
died of asphyxiatmn. They tWbfdi ed i , I 
identified the bones as those through a photo of himself 
of Bonnie Lee Warren, 30, . f0undin  his coat, was 
and Carolyn Patrick, 21. The married and had one child, 
skeletons apparently had now four years old. His wife 
been in the car for a year Trudi, now 24, had reported 
and eight months, her husband missing aiot~g 
The bones were found with the car in late January, 
inside a 1971 Cadillac. Police 1976. 
The other occupant was 
identified with the help:of 
her public aid card, police 
said. A sister eported Miss 
Patrick had been missing 
since Jan. 31, 1976. 
The car was parked in a 
twocar brick garage 
belonging to an apartment 
building where Warren had 
been employed as a janitor. 
A man who was interested' 
in using the garage 
discovered the macabre 
scene when he opened the 
garage door to inspect he 
interior, police said. 
Park Avenue Realty Ltd. 
4615 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1V5 
Well kept 2 bedroom home. Quiet living. 
Has fireplace, carport and "If you want value in • home at 
sundeck. Nicely landscaped low price, this is it. Two 
yard on corner lot; Excellent 
starter home for young 
couple. Asking only $37,900. 
Should qualify for CMHC 
mortage with low down- 
payment. Call Frank Skid- 
more and arrange ap- 
This beautifully decored home 
must be viewed to be up. 
preclatedl With features uch 
as ash cupboards, large 
family meal nook, and 
natural,white rock fireplace. 
There's lust too much talk 
about. That large master 
bedroom with ensuit and wall 
to wall closets, the refresh- 
mont area in the recroom, the 
family size sauna end much 
much more. Why not see the 
• 'Realsoope" display in our 
office today or call Kelly 
Squires 635.7616 and he'll 
ha, inn  i t  tn  vnur  dnnr .  
bedroom bungalow, 900 sq.ft., 
fireplace, elec. heat, w.w 
carpeting, big lot. All for only 
$38,000. Call H. Godlinski' •t 
635-5397. 
Modern, 3 bedroom home 
close to schools, natural gas 
heat, carpets throughout, full 
basement p•rlt•lly furnished. 
Asking only $45,000.00 See H. 
Godlimki 635-S397. 
A well built g~od homi-6d 2 
acres of land in the Gossen 
Creek Subdivision. Double 
garage, root cellar, and 
animal shelter, listed at 
$47,500. Call Barb Parfltt at 
~3S.497|. 
The.home ofyour dreams. 
Four bedrooms, fireplace, 
exceptional view and spacious 
comfort hroughout are just a 
few of the features. Attached 
two car garage and quiet 
location. Asking S66,S00.00. 
Call Kelly Squires. 
635-4971 
Assumable~o~g•ge at 
current rates, three 
bedrooms, storage area and 
convenient location •re lust 
the beginning. These two 
homes are CMHC approved 
and listed at $39,000 call Kelly 
Squires today for your ap- 
pointment o view. Reduced 
to $37,500. 
Owner transferred. Im. 
med!iite occupancy. Three 
bedroom home with two 
fireplace, carport, dish. 
wm~er." Asking $52,900.00. 
Phone Frank SKIDMORE 
635-5691. 
I 
Ciost tO schools ,nd priced 
right. This 3 bedroom home 
has full basement and large 
landscaped yard, single car 
garage. Phone Barb Parflff 
for appointment to view. 63S. 
4971. 
acre of fully landscaped lind I I  
on Kerr Street. Homoll 
features, full basement,l| 
Franklin fireplace, speciousll 
kitchen. Phone B. Parfltt form 
annnlntment to view. I I  
• •..... 
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l~ke small talk for35¢ or les~ / /  
/ /  , 
/ 
B.C. Tel's long distance 
weekend rates have really got 
people talking. 
Because between 5 p.m. 
Friday and ,5 p.m. Sunday ou 
can dial direct (112) to most 
places in British Columbia* 
for just 35¢ or less per minute 
(minimum charge 23¢ per call). 
So call up when rates a~e 
down this weekend. And 
spread a little cheer. A
R g TEL 
*Rate does not apply on calls from the OK Tel area, coin tel, motel, hotel and to some Northern lx~ints not served by B.C. Tel," 
